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MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, SEPTEMER 9, 1967

Rev. Netters Opens
His Campaign Office
Rev. J. L. Netters, candi- ceremonies at the rally, and
date for
councilman from told the prospective voters
District 6, opened his cam- that Rev. Netters was now
paign headquarters at 481 E. responsible for 10 men who
McLemore aVe.. and told the are paroled from the state
large crowd that he was penitentiary, and
"all are
offering himself on the basis doing well."
of "unselfish service to the He said that Rev. Netters
corn m unity."
has been responsible for as
Introduced by Charles Pat- many as 25 boys and girls
terson, principal of the on
p r obation
at Juvenile
Kansas Elementary school, he Court, and that he could not
challenged those who say a name one of the other candiminister should not involve dates in District 6 who has
himself in politics.
such a record for community
"When I am getting their service as Rev. Netters.
sons and daughters out of Not only does the pastor
jail,
or
keeping
someone serve as president of the
from being evicted from his Good Neighbor Youth Founhome, no one says then that dation, he pointed out, but
he
I should not become involved has established a youth probecause I am a minister. gram at the Mount Vernon
"When I was arrested while Baptist church in an effiel
participating in the sit-ins to bring about better re
to eradicate segregation in lations
between the police
the city of Memphis, there department and the cornmuniwas no one around demanding ty.
that I not become involved An
discussion
o p en
or.
in that issue," he told thoseipolice brutality will be :ieki
present.
at the church at 547 MisssRev. C. M. Lee, campaign sippi blvd. on Saturday night,
manager and a fellow Baptist Sept. 9, at 7 p.m., and the
minister, w a s
master of public is invited.

Man Slain After
Asking For Meal
NAACP Says 'Wife'

Stabs Husband

Commissioners With A
Ignore Letter

FOR COUNCILMAN
DISTRICT

Hatcher Blasts Gary's
'Ineffective Republicans

15c

EffICIIMCf

6
filittlifers':

CANDIDATE WITH MANager — Rev. J. L. Netters,
right, is seen with his campaign manager, Rev. C.M.

Lee. A candidate for councilman from District 6, Rev.
Netters opened his campaign
headquarters at 481 E. Mc-

Butcher Knife

A woman who called police I Homicide Capt. R. A. Cochto her home, then claimed ran said it was learned that
argued
that an intruder had stabbed Mr.
Harr is had
!
The Memphis branch of her husband in the n e c k, is about Mrs. Turner being too
the NAACP complained this being held this week for the slow in fixing him something
week that a letter to the May- forty-fifth -murder of the year. to eat.
Mr. Harris was stabbed in
or and members of the City year.
F 1 orence
Elizabeth the right side of the neck
the Mrs.
Commission
r e garding
1 5 - y ear-old Turner. 35. was arrested at with a butcher knife.
killing o f a
boy by a city police officer John Gaston hospital after The slaying was witnessed
having ridden there with the by the woman's son, Earl
has been ignored.
body of Eugene Harris, Jr. Turner, 14.
The letter mailed to the 34, in a Fire Department
; The family had recently
city officials ou August 22 was ambulance.
, moved into the house at 503
slaying
of
the
protest
to
in
Police said the stabbing Marianna, near the Belt Line
John Lewis Jewell, son of Mrs. occurred at 503 Marianna St.,
community, and were in the
Virgie Lee Jewell of 594 where
M r s . Turner
was process
of renovating
the
Sunday. August, living with the victim
Wicks on
as his neat brick house.
20, as he and another youthi wife. early Sunday
morning Funeral arrangements were
were attempting to break'at 12:30 a.m
' incomplete at press time.
into the rear of Bruce's
Sunday store at 526 Alston
Lemore last Saturday night Ave.
before an enthusiastic crowd. One
boy surre ndered,
(See Page 2)

Brothers Arrested For
Assault Near Drive-In

GARY — Mayoral hopeful "We must combine intelii
Richard G. Hatcher lashed oufgence, honesty and imagination
A
24-year-old
man, who identified as Ronald Moore, 21,
against what he called "ineffec-; with forward-looking planning
asked a passing motorist for and Harold Moore. 18- alighted
tual GOP conservatism," which to end corruption, to secure
a ride early Saturday mornand attacked Mr. Welch.
he called inadequate to solve responsible fiscal management
ing, was in John Gaston'
the severe crises engulfing this that eliminates kickbacks and
hospital this week in fair', As one of the youth beat
steel-producing city.
condition. After a bottle and ' him about the head with a
tries to get the most out of eacn
Hundreds of youngsters who And when she completes her knife assault fromm two brothers bottle, the other slashed him
Hatcher made the charge in dollar spent and to create an
were
riding
in the ' with a knife. He suffered
of
togetherness Dedrick Brittenum, president providing an invaluable service can not afford to go off to course, Miss Bratcher will who
a speech he delivered before a atmosphere
seg-college esie, fall are flocking be ready to step into a good- vehicle.
throng at Glen Park's America where people from all walk& of of Brittenum
.de,ep cuts and lacerations.
previously
a
to
....itaieciates,
ignored
H
and
popuia.
rectuititigo
'
t
Corps
lob
offices
life and ethnic backgrounds
paying
job.
Legion Post.
Police
said
that
Welch
Louis
.t Witnesses at the restaurant
ment
of this country's
Inc., of 220 S. Danny Thomas
these ciays.
Commented one of the work- of 1429 Greenwood and a t identified the brothers, who
hon" he testified.
He said the problems are a work together to make our
blvd., was in Washington, D.C.
.
of
these
young ers at the MAP South head- companion were walking along were arrested later at their
staggering result of 100 years city a place where life is not
The ill effects of the SEC's Typical
recently
to
testimony
give
i
only
tolerable
but
enjoyable."
17-year-old
people
is
Mitty quarters. ''This is one of the Bellevue near Park way home at 1088 S. Orleans. No
of neglect and must be recogU.S. Senate Com-1 proposal in its present form Bratcher of 1431 S. Main st. best of the Anti-poverty pro- when he asked the passing car reason
nized, instead of pretending Hatcher revealed two prime before the
could be learned for
andlwod
be
the
loss of five
rnittee
B a n king
on
grams, because the benefits foT
r hea ride.
the attack. Both have been
that they don't exist.
Negro broker dealers along Miss Bratcher left Mem(See Page 2)
Currency.
getting down to the people The
drove into the charged
with
assault to
wit)hres setvetrel hundred Neer() phis on a Delta Airlines flight'are
Mr. Brittenum's testimony.,
to St. Louis on Wednesday, who need help."
drive-in, 'and two man. later I murder.
The
Corps
Recruitment
Job
was given against a proposal by, These
representatives, he Sept. 6.
is
b e i ng
jointly
the Security Exchange Corn 'told the Senate
graduated from,Project
committee, She was
sponsored by the AFL-CIO and
mission which would curtail are largely
Carver
school
with
High
the
responsible for the
the
U . S.
Government.
It
the sale of mutual funds.
diversion of the Negro saving class of 1967, and that appeared'
offers young people between
He said that mutual funds dollars
into more lucrative to be the end of her formal
the ages of 16 and 21 training
pre a new force in the life
sources of potential growt/i. education.
of the Negro American, and
The family of three other hi a number of trades and
that although they have been I
sisters and a brother are professions.
Models for the Las Dace personality, who is now
famous transacted
i
n
ce
s
1792,
a
being
supp orted
the
by
Amigas annual "Fashions in
as "Martha Jean, The Queen," Negro
only
became
a
mother.
Mrs. Georgia
A 65-year-old
man, who in her lap and ignited it
Splendor" to be held Surelay,
member of the New York
Bratcher, and more training
poured some corn whiskey in with a match.
Oct. 1, in the Continental Room on a radio station in Detroit.
Stock Exchange as late as
in school appeared dim.
his wife's lap and then set{
of the Sheraton-Peabody hotel The Continental Room setting 1967.
She learned about the Job
her afire, has been charged' The victim was carried
were announced this week by will be a familiar one ;or Las
suinmer, and
Corps t h is
to J o hn
"The
majority
Gaston
of
securities
hospital,
with assault to murder.
Mrs. Leland Atkins, president Doce Amigas, which staged
following an interview Miss
William H. White of 225 1 where she was admitted with
of the group, through Mrs. the showing last year and has owned by Negroes are shares
Bratcher was lined up for
in mutual funds," he said.
N. D u nlap, according
to third degree burns of the
Artis Golden, chairman of pub- been remodeled since that time.
training in business admini"The
services
that
ran
be
officers, had been in an argu- pubic area.
licity.
Proceeds from
the Style rendered by Negro securities
stration, which will be comment with his wife, Mrs.' White fled from his home
The models are Mrs. Louis showing will go to the Pentepleted in two years.
(given
men
chance
the
to
Willie Mae Giles White, 48, after the crime and was not
4ses..5
Vanpelt, Mrs. Ruthy LaGrone. costal Temple Child Car? CenDuring that time she will
remain in business) can evenfor a good part of last Satur- arrested until shortly afterMrs. Judy Ellen& Mrs. P.L. ter at 224 Danny Thomas blvd.
clothing.
and
food
receive
tually aid the Negro populaday, when he poured the liquor noon on Sunday.
Rowe, Mrs. Doris Bowen, Mrs. Its goal is to "mold good
live without charge in a
tion in its efforts toward
Gwendolyn Walton, Mrs. Rose character."
dormitory, with medical and
economic security.
Goodman, Mrs. Polly Swayzer, Tickets for the event may
paid
for.
dental
expenses
"Given
the
op
portunity
Mrs Birdeen Golden sod Mrs. be obtained from any mem.
She will be given $80 a
Negro
securities
men
can
D.R. Hawkins.
ber of the club, or by calling
seen"..
month, $.30 of which will be
sesidases
The commentator will be Mrs. Leland Atkins at 2761701, offer not only mutual
given to her each month,
but
guidance
also
purchasing
in
funds.
O.
BRITTENUM
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg. or M IS. Ruston Herlev at
and $50 a month saved for her
•
stocks
ape bonds, thereby
former local 'soma') r Cii0 594
Mr.Brittenum
concluded until she completes the course.
his testimony by stating that When a holiday rolls around,
"If the Negro is to continue she will be given a trip
A
w e 1 I -known
Memphis work to take care of the
MITTY BRATCHER
in his struggle for economiciback home to her family.
attorney I H. Murphy, has need to
_
develop a free legal
security
and
equality,
hej-announced his candidacy for
service
program
must be allowed to exercise, A
in the
councilman from District Six.
his two
most powerful /—\
In doing so, Atty. Murphy.district; to work for improved
weapons — his dollar and
entered one of the most sought'recreational facilities on a
his vote. However, if the
after positions in the city. huge scale, so that such
mutual fund salesman can
Other names on the ticket facilities will be in close
no longer afford to offer
are Netters, Beck, Dickson, proximity to all the residents
him this unique type of seM o rris, sans of Terrell. Johns on, Trotter,of the District; to work in close
curity, if he is denied the Two young men, who beganiAnthony
Mrs. Charlie F.. and Thomas.
cooperation
with
the
City
opportunity to invest a portion their contact with the public Mr. and
the
number. he Beautiful Comm ission for
of his modest means in Ameri- as carriers for the Tri-State Morris, Sr.. of 981 Alaska St. Despite
Mr. Morris is candidate for said he will pit his more than helping
to imp rove the
ca's
growth, the
Negro Defender
grade councilman from District
in
w h ile
7, 10 years of experience dealing
American
is on ce
again,school and continued the routes
(See Page 2)
the
and
young
men
are with various city government
blocked in his never-ending until
college, going out in the community
they entered
agencies and legal training
struggle for equality."
home
are
h elping
their asking voters to support him.
against the opposition and
father in his first political Their mother,
Mr. Alma expects to come out on top.
mpaign
.ca
.
Mr. Murphy is a native
The two are Ronnie and
See Page 2)
Memphian. He attended the
local public schools, climaxing
it at Booker T. Washington
High School. He also attended
Oakwood Academy in HuntsUlysses S. Bond. founder of
ville, Alabama. He
is
a
the Hondo! Laboratories at
graduate of A & I State
Madison, Ark., died
early
University.
where
he
re,Monday morning in Chicago,
ceived his bachelor's degree.
reaccording
r eports
to
He holds two law degrees
ceived here.
from New York University. He
Mr. Bond and his wife were
has been practicing law in
vacationing there, while he
Memphis
was attending some sessions
m o re than
ten
years. He maintains offices
of the
N ational Funeral
PLANNING
F A SON
Oct. 1. Seated from left are
program chairman; Mrs.
when
Directors
at 626 Vance. He is married
Association,
SHOW — Members of Las
Mrs. !villa Atkins. tweetGeraldine Miller, door prizhe became ill and was hospiand a churchman.
Doe? Amigas are shown
dent; Mrs. Denise Hawkes; and Miss Ann Fletcher, talized for a week before his
The 3 8 -year-old
attorney
here making plans f o r
ins, chairman and coordiIn charge of models. Not
death.
states that the main items in
"Fashions In Splendor,"
nator, and Mrs. Joan Goldshown is Mrs. Bernice HarThe Bonds were well-known
his platform will be to work
to be staged in the Contien,
publicity
chairman.
ris, in charge of decorain the Bluff City, Mrs. Bond
to correct the critical need
nental Room of the shera
Standing, same order. are
tions.
is a former Memphis schoolmedi cal and
for
dental
ton Peabody
Sunda',
on
Mrs. Deborah Patterson.
RONNIE MORRIS
teacher.
ANTHONY MORRIS
clinics in District Six. to
I. H. MURPHY

Mutual Funds Sales
Defended By Memphian

Carver Grad Leaves For

Training In Job Corps

Models Announced For

Corn Whiskey Used As

'Fashions In Splendor'

Fuel To Burn Woman

400
_

Attorney Enters Race
In Six With Seven

mbitious Brothers To
Help Pop In Campaign

Ulysses S. Bond
Dies In Chicago

At.
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Attorney
(Continued Fro. Page I)

iBrothers
Fiery Milwaukee Priest Urges
More Marches Instead Of School

(Continued From Page 1)

Hatcher
(Continued From Page 1)

I system for changing this situa- the urban studies departments
the
tion' he said that he is already of Purdue University and
consulting with the National University of Chicago on this
City Manager's Association and matter.

Morris, is serving as her points in his soon-to-be releasappearance of the istrict.
campaign manager. ed platform for the fall mayorhusband's
plank,
One of the major
while they were al campaign: corruption and
was
It
Attorney
?durph
in
that Ronnie taw enforcement; and recreaschool
grade
in
platform will be to work for the MILWAUKEE
were
at tackedi
— Father led by Groppi and entertainer marchers
decided to go to tion.
m aintenance James
creation
and
iiery and civil rights figure Dick, with rocks and bottles last and Anthony
G r oppi, the
of a Citizens' Review Board Roman Catholic Priest TuesMonday and tuesday. How- work and earn their own Hatcher said that as mayor,
in
marched
to hear and make recommod- day urged his student open Gregory, had
ever, the marchers turned spending money. Too young to he would not tolerate any sort
paper
Monday away and again split into qualify for a daily
dations in cases involving housing marchers to ignore the two columns from
lawlessness. He said that city
route, they got permission of
until Tuesday two columns.
complaints of police brutality. opening of school, but denied afternoon
officials
guilty of accepting
from their parents to sell the
Another impcirtant one of he was calling for a school morning's lull!
A few marchers jeered and,Tri-State
Defender. Starting bribes or making deals for
Gregory, who came here. booed the decision agaiust
his planks is to work to boycott.
would
ae
with a small route, they political support
of Father Groppi's call came with a fractured toe, led crossing the viaduct. Police
q uality
"improve t h e
built it up to the "bounced out of city govern.
gradually
re gul ar after the students had marched his marchers — which gradual- reported that six cars of
emergency and
point that they were covering ment" and would be criminally
Gaston for
at
J ohn
services
14 hours
until
dawn ly dwindled from 200 to 45 — Negroes waited in vain at a large segement of the prosecuted.
into the yard of St. Bonif3ce the south end of the viaduct
Hospital."
Tuesday
Hatcher said that' he believed
Klondike community.
Roman Catholic Church where for the marchers.
The attorney is already atI
that
most city government corpriest contended that
The
At the time they were stuGroppi waited with his depleted
work lining up workers and
Before the columns stepped'
ruption was caused by the faal
marches
were "more forces.
the
Elementary
Klondike
dents
at
engagespeaking
Baptist
arranging
Calvary
off
from
, important than going to a
where they won a num- that "many of our city emurged school,
ments. His headquarters will
Father
Groppi
Church,
The
marchers
began
their
school ••
rate
third
certificates for perfect ployees are politically depenber
of
be at his office, 426 Vance
students among the marchers
dent on their jobs....(and) not
The open housing militants,,demonstrations Aug. 28. just
attendance and scholarship.
Avenue.
. four weeks after a racial to ignore the reopening of From there, they went on to free to make political decisional
riot here. By stretching them public schools.
Manassas High school, where ..at the whim of the mayor, tarl
Calvary
Baptist
the
into Tuesday the
marches At
they became members of the real or imagined political ia-'
provided the city with nine rally, the church's pastor, the
Ole timers club, other academic fractions, for saying the wrong
HEY NEIGHBOR!
straight days of open housing Rev. Walter Hoard, Wisconsin
organizations and then came thing or having a relative wno
demonstratiom
NAACP chair m an, said,
(Continued From Page 1)
Is the news of your
says the wrong thing, he can
out with high honors.
"This is war We will not
The
m
a
r
ch
route
was
.
club your church, your but Jewell youngster, w- h - through almost deserted sign a peace pact until the, What are they doing today? be fired.
had a long history of jw,enile
Ronnie will be a senior at "This is an intolerable situa-'
school, your civic group,' delinquency kept running and streets and th ere were Negro is as free as Polish'Howard university in Wash- tion which makes for poor servonly two incidents repored. people are in this city."
ice to the city and miserable
showing up in your was shot in the back.
The militant marchers had ington, D. C., this fa 1 and servitude for city employees,"
nuclear
become
a
The incident occurred at The columns joined forces returned to Wauwatosa
wants,
to
—
newspaper?
explained Hatcher, "and I oronight, and daylight revoaled briefly at the North end where
1966
demonstrations psysicist.
that the boy had already of the 16th street viaduct, resulted in a cell-up of the Anthony is a sophomore at pose to find some form of merit
- —
If it isn't, there's become trapped before be which w o uld have tagen National Guard — to test Memphis S t a te university
them to the predominantly
i
was
•
shot
in
the
at
back
the
political
science
majoring
in
the northwest subucb's
something y o u should,
SoUths ide.
where
I corner of a high fence cf Polish
anti-picketing ordinance, adopt- and hoping for a career as
do about it. Appoint
a yard
enclosing a feroed after last year's trouble. an attorney.
marchers At this point, however, the
At 1 e sst two
public relations chair- cious dog.
In the letter complaining
talking
were arrested en route to whole f a mi ly
is
man. Have that person about t h e shooting. Mrs
Wauwatisa, one, a girl, was politics for the head of the
seized by police after she house.
call Tri State Defender, Maxine A. Smith, executi‘
secretary, wrote: -In the
threw a stone. The other, a
6-8397,
JA
light of the fact that only
James I. Taylor, cantliate man. was turned over to
Negroes are generally gunned .
at large, police by NAACP Youth Coua
c o uncilman
We'll explain how down by the police officers.,for
rock
for
Position 5, will sperk at a cil commandoes
in performance oflawn party to be given at throwing.
COMMERCE, Calif. — (UPI)
your news should be supposedly
their
duty:
we
question'the home of Mrs. Louise Wauwatosa's
Anti-picketing — Firemen called out to deal
prepared, how it should whether members of our pouee Houston at 94 E. Pe-son on ordinance was adopted last with a roadside blaze found
force are expected to or Sunday afternoon. Se,st. 17., October
following
picketing two men trying to extinguish
be sent in.
,trained to have the same ,
Judge flames caused when marijuana
home
of
Circuit
at
the
Mr. Taylor spoke to two
respect for
the
lives
stuffed into two false mufflers
of
congregations on last Singday,• Robert Cannon in protest of
If you're not getting Negro citizens as the
white and he says he has two more'the jurist's membership in on their car caught fire.
your fair share of cover- citizens."
Order of Sheriff's deputies took the
on his agenda for next week. the F r a t ernal
She
a d ded
that
-The
NegrDes. two men into custody.
which
bans
Eagles,
situation
that's
a
age,
has
scheduled
some
apparent inability of many He
radio
b
r
oadcasts
ofr
the
we can help you correct. police officers to question, month of September, he re- •eisme••••■■••woomme•eemeous
arrest, or apprehend Negro
•
- MINUTE AUTOMATIC
suspects
with out cursing, ports.
NOTICE!
beating. or killing them lead
to suspicion and doubt by the
!CAR
Negro
community
of
our
•[frprtiy. S n vember 29 1965
Deadline for all news 5 entire system of law and gov8 A.M.-6 P.M.
ASHFORD, England — (UPI)
ernment."
ZS
p.m. Sunday.
Monday
— An extra train will be put •Sal nr Sun. 51
She concluded in the letter.
• Sal °Der SAM te 6 P Al
I into service this week t) carry • sun Open 8 A M to 2 P M
thru
"We call upon
you, our I persons
attending a protest
Friday
city officials, to see that eacn
meeting in Ashford.
and every citizen of thig
Keep Our Country Strong
community is accorded equal The meeting is being held tr)
BUY U. S. SAVINGS BONDS protection of the law and I protest the
3100 Summer at Baltic
closing of the HastRUMWORMUUSUMUMMUMMUMWOOMMUON16P
fair administration of justice" ings-to-Ashford train service.I

NAACP

Tri-State Defender Popularity Poll
Of the six persons listed below, which would
be your choice as Mayor of Memphis?
Mayor William B. lmgram
Hunter Lane
Henry Loeb
Bill Morris
Pete Sission
A.W. Willis
Check Only One
Moil to the Popularity Poll

Tri-State Defender
Post Office Box 311
38101 Memphis, Tenn.
We will pay the postage.

Drop in mail box.
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Taylor To Speak
At A Lawn Party

I.

Carbon High-Oxide?

Train Protest Set

SAVE OVER

'1

WASH

1%1'10
00'10 1
. am.•

▪a SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

Ofrand more

THE FINEST IN FROSTLESS
REFRIGERATION — Gibson
Frost'Clear frees you from deirosting mess forever. Never
lets frost form in freezer or
refrigerator.
10 YEAR WARRANTY ON
THE MOTOR COMPRESSOR —
Gibson is the only manufacturer to bock up its refrigerators with a 10-year warranty.
This puts the heart of your
Gibson under protection. '
DESIGNER SERIES — Available
in white or coppertone as well
os with exclusive designer
series front Done's. Ifs' port of
o flexible new decorating' concept created exclusively for
Gibson by famous New York
Designer Penny Hallock Lehman.
BOTTOM FREEZER IS MORE
CONVENIENT — And it holds
2;2 pounds of frozen food.

299"

NOW!
Gibson 18 frost*clear refrigerator-freezer

ly
thl
lot
ne
a
m.
2s11
st•
La
se,
ea
liv
se
fa
In
3r
"
Cu

te
da

With Ice Mak•r

Everyone calls
lithe first-grader
Angela Allison
a living doll...
You can help
keep her that way
by the way you drive.
By observing posted speed
limits, particularly in
school zones. By
heeding the commands of
the school safety patrols.
And by driving every inch
of every mile as though
Angela's life depended on it.
It very well may.
First National Bank
of Memphis.

FROST CLEAR — Won't let
frost form. There's no frost
build-up to steal any of the
freezer's 147.4 pound copocity.
CONVENIENCE STORAGE
DOOR — Shelf with removable
guard holds up to 12 frozen
foods packoges bookcase style
so you can easily read labels
Juice con rack holds 5 _frozen
juice cons handy, yet secure,
AUTOMATIC ICE MASTER —
This model has the Automatic
Ice Master that freezes and
stores o continuous supply of
ice cubes — you'll never forget to fill your trays again
BALANCED CONDITIONED AIR — Cold dry air is circulated throughout refrigerator
to hold temperature at near
ideal 37 degrees.
NEW CANTILEVER SHELVES
— Let's you hook in three
shelves (one silde out) at just
the right height to fit your

o.
Os
br
pr
of
wi
In
te
CO

vi
tr
a
a

needs.

NOW! 29995
Gibson 17 frost * clear refrigerator-freezer
With Ice Maker

The new Gibson
side-by-side FOODMASTER
is here, with a list of
features a mile long!
...IN A 32-INCH CABINET THA14FITS ANYWHERE ito
•Changeable Designer Front Panels•Automatic Ice
Master•Quick Shift Cantilever Shelves, Frozen Food
Package Racks and Egg Container • Gibson Frost*
Clear Eliminates Defrosting• Lowest Operating Cost
•Slide-Out Crisper, Meat Chest and Freezer
Basket
if Butter and Cheese Compartments

PRIDDY & BURGESS
APPLIANCES

OME AND SEE—

1883 LAMAR

OR JUST CAL

275-1101

a
Ii
be
A

4//-416

411.
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PHONE 946.8155

Vanguards Plan Queen Contest

Meiropulihn House Clututinq

C.

LICENSED & INSURED
450 FERN:VOOD
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38106

AVO
,

A kick-off meeting for the queen, will present her crown Taylor the assistant chairman.
Vanguard Letter Carriers club to the new queen. Miss Taylor
Wm. ilswi
Other members of the club Join.s l
was held recently at the Airare Henry Exum, Willie Clark,
was
the
guest
of
honor
at
the
port Admiral Benbow Inn.
Bennie Harmon, Booker T. Mcrecent kick-off meeting.
Keep Our Country Strong
Christon, Leon Knowles, John
Plans were made for the
club's Coronation Ball to be Sidney Wallace is chairman Gilliam, Joe Ward, Samuel BUY U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
held on Friday night, Oct. 27, of the contest, and Robert'Brown and Gus Williams.
_
at the Club Rosewood.
On that night, Miss Dorothy
Taylor, the club's reigning

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

Americanism
Day Planned
By Prince Hall

ACTRESS EARTHA
hospitalized after she collapsed on stage during a
performance of the musical "Peg" at a summer

theatre in Silver Spring,
Md. is wheeled out of Holy
Cross Hospital. The singer.
dancer w a s enroute to
Friendship Airport and a

flight back to her Beverly
Hills home to recuperate
from an aggravation of an
old back injury. In back-

ground are attendants and
Susan Weaver of Rockville,
Md., another patient. (UPI
Telephoto)

Prince
Hall
Americanism
Day will be celebrated next
Sunday, Sept. 10, at the Mount
Vernon Baptist church at 547
Mississippi blvd. in a program
at 3 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, president of Owen college. All lodges
and chapters of the Order of
Eastern Star are asked to be
present.
Ray Mayes is chairman of
the observance. Rev. C.F.
Williams is grand worthy master, and Mrs. Rosa B. Whitson
grand worthy matron.
Rev. J.L. Netters is host
pastor for the program.

Middle Class Negrc
Must Join Struggle To

Social Security Checks
Will Arrive Day Early

Term
Begin

#7 in

a series

Dr.Daniel Hale Williams (1858-1931)

He performed the first
successful heart operation.

Social security beneficiaries have been the case under the
The "high cost of being this great American tragedy.
who normally find their month- old procedure."
black" was thi 'basic theme of "The improvement in the life
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a gether enough money for an education,
ly checks in their mailbox on Social security checks are the brief opening remarks of of the Negro.. his social, economan
was rushed to Chicago's Provident Dan put himself through a local acadic
and
political
gains
have
I
JACKSON,
Tenn.
—
Lane
the 3rd of the month will no normally released on the 3rd famed Memphian Col. George
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction emy.
shown progress, but life still College's 1967 Fall Term will
W.
Lee,
of
the
Grand
month
under
an
agreeCommissioner
longer have to wait until toe
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
of an inch from his heart.
ment to stagger the receipt of Education of the national seems to deal unevenly with get underway with a two-day
next day when the 3rd falls on'of monthly
blacks and whites. ImproveOn duty was the hospital's young and with the help of a prominent family,
checks going out Elks organzation.
a national holiday or a Sunday. from various Federal agencies, Mr. Lee made his speech !Tient in the life of the Negro Faculty Seminar to be held at
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of Dan Williams entered Northwestern
administering the usual sedatives and
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
Warren
M a ddox, district so that post offices, the Trea- before the National Educational in this generation has been the Inn, Montgomery State
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of and opened an office on Chicago's
manager of social security in surey Department, and local Forum sponsored by the Im- eluded by the.displacement of Park 35 miles west of Nashhis colleagues to help him make history. Southside.
Memphis, said this week that banks will not be overburdened proved, Benevolent, and Protec- Negro arm workers in the ville. The sessions will be held
In 1891, Williams founded the ProviIt was a long shot. X-rays, sulphurstarting with the upcoming at any one time of the month. tive Order of Elks of the World, South. Mechanical cotton-pick- Thursday and Friday, SeptemLabor Day weekend, social Explaining the reason for which met at the Statler Hilton ers have driven them fromm the
drugs, blood transfusion—today surgical dent Hospital, the first infirma; y open
7-8.
ber
security checks will bear an the change, Maddox said, Hotel in Los Angeles, Cal., Sun- Southern farms into the northnecessities—were little known medical to all patients and physicians, regardless
ern cities to become police and Lectures will be given by
earlier date and will be de- Since these monthly checks„are day, Aug. 27th.
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill, or race or creed.
welfare
statistics,
and
to
add to Dr. Broadus N. Butler, former
livered on the previous mail- the main source of income for Mr. Lee has -headed the Elks'
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
Department
as the nightmare of civil disord- staff member of the U.S. Deservice day whenever the cird many beneficiaries, even a few educational
Washington to reorganize and head the
the first successful heart operation. And
ers.
Grand
Commissioner over a
falls on a Sunday or a holiday. day's
delay
could
be
partment of Education, and
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the patient lived.
In September of this year Ine serious, and this new procedure number of years. He has touch- "I hope this educational fo- now Director, project PREHad it been any other hospital or any the Federal government. He organized
rum
can
help
climate
develop
a
ed
the
lives
of
thousands
of
will eliminate any possible de3rd is on a Sunday.
Wayne State University,
other surgeon, the man might have died Freedmen's into departments, collected
American students, Negro and'in which national men an d SCAD'
"Most beneficiaries," he said, lay."
Detroit. Michigan.
within the hour. "Sewed up the human a staff of twenty specialists, and created
women
black and white eau
"will receive their social se- The new procedure will be white, with the scholarships and
Dr. Ida Long Rogers, Diheart", headlined a Chicago newspaper. the beginnings of a nursing school.
work
together
in
an
effort
to
o
inducements
to
advance
their
curity checks on Saturday, Sep- used for the second time in
rector, Center for Higher EduUnder William's administration, this
That hospital operating room was a
provided by the Elks. find a happy solution to prob. cation, George Peabody College
tember 2, instead of on Tues- December when the 3rd again
once primitive institution housed in six
the
small
frame
house
long
way
from
lems
that
fret
and
In
trouble
our
his
recent
speech
Mr.
Lee
Sunday.
day, September 5, as woaId falls on a
Teachers, Nashville and
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan was born. pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
said, "Today, our Department domestic scenes. I don't think ,Dr
anl Dr. Hollis Moore, Vice-Presiwe
will
find
of Education has embarked on l
it in looting
By the time he was twelve, his father the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Academic
Affairs,
dent for
a new, exciting adventure with molotov cocktails. We join w---rithEvery time another heart operation
had died and his mother had deserted.
laelge.
so of George Peabody Colthe educational forum. We hope those who make fervent pleas
So, Dan took to the road and settled saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
to make it the largest forum ofI for anti-riot measures. We also
in Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping to- the truly great "Ingenious Americans".
freshmen
Dormitories
for
its kind in the country, so that Join with those who say that if
will open at noon Sunday. Onevents might hinge on it and the black man has sinned by
entation will begin Monday,
current human thoughts might his furious defiance of justice...
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT 130C:R BON
September 11 at 9 a.m. Regisbe made freer and better.
the white man has contrived,
tration for the fall semester
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 86 PROOF.THE OLDTAYLOR DISTILLERY CO .FRANKTORTE. LOUISVILLE,KY.
"During these crucial -"flays as usual, to commit a king of
begin Wednesday, Septemin America the Negro cannot high crime...01 cold defiance of will
her 13 with freshmen register- Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Dr. D. H. Williams? It's 8" tall, made of
UFO's (unidentified flying TO BE INSERTED AS NEED- afford to become apathetic or truth.
that day. Upper classmen antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Williams story. It costs $5.00 (which is what it
Mr.
Lee
complacent.
He
become
Closed
his
must
speech register
ing
objects) is the September 7 ED:
Thursday, September tosts us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865, Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
involved in the vast struggle for with the observation, "We m ust
opening topic for Cossitt Li- As reel after reel of his taped
C.
lasses begin Friday at
---th-art118:
4 asin
equality, freedom, and human not lose sight of the fact
brary's "Lunching with Books" interviews stacked up, the sin
programs this year. G. Wynn cerity as well as the reliability dignity upon this globe. Theithe large economic problems _
middle class Negro, who livesieonfronting the Negro can only
Smith, partner in the law firm of those who had actually obin fine homes and drives fine be solved by a 'Marshal plan'
of Canada, Russell and Turacr, served UFO's drove him to
cars and takes his Sunday din- involving
Federal
programs
will review John G. Fuller's consultations with Air Force
ners at integrated restaurants, which will require millions of
experts, also. The result is his
Incident At Exeter.
may not want to get involved. dollars. In short, the Negro
Seeking human interest ma- raising of serious questions
The American white man,head- problem cannot be fully elimiterial for his 'Trade Winds' concerning official US. Air ed for the suburbs, who sets up
nated until the Jim Crow curcolumn in the Saturday Re- Force policy regarding UFO'. roadblocks in housing and edutains have been torn down and
Fuller
The
Mr.
number
magazine,
of
incidents
view
cation may not want to get in- the feeling that put them up is
travelled to New Hampshire, where UFO's were reported volved. Whether we like it or
erased from every American
Baked in Memphis by Memohians
a UFO sceptic, and returned, hovering over power lines sug- not all of us are involved in hear."
. .. rushed daily to your big
gested to Mr. Fuller a possible
a UFO convert.
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
UFO friends and foes, alike, necessary relationship between
maximum freshness.
are invited to the downtown UFO's and power lines and 3
library for this 12:15 no,in farther possibility of their connection with wide area power
book review, Thursday.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION black-outs.

With Seminar

Lunching With Books

OLD TAYLOR

To Begin New Season

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!

LANE COLLEGE

JACKSON, TENNESSEE 38301
"QUALITY NEVER NEED COST"N
ANY MORE THAN YOU PAY AT THE

g, 4
*
gi

SHOE MART

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 -- 12 NOON

Hogue & Knott
Hambilrger
or Hot Dog

Dormitories Open for Freshmen

INC.

4 LOCATIONS...
, 4102 HI WAY 51 SOUTH - WHITE HAVEN PLAZA
2142 CHELSEA AT HOLLYWOOD
1309 JACKSON AT CLAYBROOK
4440
SUMMER
• EAST OF CORONDOLET:x
-

NOW
ARRIVING
1,000 PAIRS
OF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
CHILDREN'S SHOES

$2" to $4"
SAVE UP TO 60%

FALL-TERM
REGISTRATION SCHEDULE

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 -- 9 A.M..
Orientation for Freshmen and Neu' Students

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13 -- 8 A.M.
Registration for Freshmen and Neu' Students

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14 -- 8 A.M.
Registration for Upper Classmen

CL ASSES BEGIN

d

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 15 -- 8 A.M.
ft

Hogue & Knott

BREAD
25c
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS
Big 11
/
246. Sandwich Loaf

14-0z.
Loaf
Hogue & Knott
12 to Package

15c
25c

HOGUE &KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
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Jehovah's Witnesses
• Plan For Convention

LeMoyne Adds 14 To
Faculty And Staff
President Hollis F. Price of
LeMoyne this week announced
an addition of 14 persons to the
college's faculty and staff
They were presented at LeMoyne last week at a two-day
conference attended by LeMoyne and Owen College faculty and staff members. A mer-

9, 1967

West Memphis programl According to Mr. Jones, Jo.
'carries the theme, "Walking hovah's Witnesses conduct a
Orderly by Spirit." (Galations regular schedule of five weekl\
classes in all their congrega*, 25) This will provide the back
tions. Their objective is to deground for the advanced course
velop each believer into a
planned.
preacher.
"The program is really an
All features of the regular
for
and
a
refresher
extension of
training
program will be coverthe regular traning program
West Memphis assemconducted in all congregations ed at the
Jones said. "Howeves
bly,
Mr.
Witnesses,"
Mr.
of Jehovah's
meetings will be under
Jones explained. "One of the these
of Mr. Willis
requirements of every Christian the direction
representsspecial
Anderson
a
that is set forth in the Bible is
Watchtower Bible
tive
of
the
that he be apt to teach."
Society sent out from
i One of the world's fastest and Tract
who will also givo
York
New
ministerial
Society
'growing
entitled, "Will
talk
main
the
never graduates its ministers.
Men's Af"Christian development never God Intervene in
fairs?"
ends and Christians can always
All sessions are free. The
advance in ministerial qualifications," The Jehovah's WA- nublic is invited.
nessess say.
For that reason the organization provides a
continuous
training program of activities
for young and old. A featured
part of the program is to be a
three-day convention of Jehovah's Witnesses, scheduled f
West Memphis, Arkansas, September 15-17.
The spokesman is Fred Jones
presiding minister of the West
Junction congregation.
As a stimulation to the preach
ing methods of the Witnesses,
SOLVED even
_
for those who perspire heavily

ger of the two colleges is
planned for the fall of 1968.
Chief speaker at the conference was Dr. Henry Gemery
of Colby College in Maine. He
outlined the "January Plan of
Independent Study" at Colby,
a project that LeMoyne is
adopting.
The new faculty-staff members at LeMoyne are:
J. • Alan Bellew of Memphis,
B.A from Vanderbilt and master's from Memphis State,

William H. Cross of Memphis. B.S. from LeMoyne and
master's from Memphis State,
dean of students.
David Dickbernd of Old Monroe, Mo., B.A. from Elmhurst
and now a student at Eden
Theological Seminary, interning
at LeMoyne as campus minister and assistant to the chaplain.
John Dixon of Hartford,
Conn., B.A. from Nebraska
Wesleyan and master's !torn
University of Connecticut, for- OUTLINING
Independent Study" proDr. Lionel
A. Arnold,
L e M OYNE
division. All students
REV. A. E. McWILLIAMS merly with VISTA, sociology.
gram which LeMoyne Colright, and Dr. Walter W.
be required to partiPl•
PROGRAM — Dr. Henry
Mrs. Marian Gibson of Mem- Gemery, center, of Colby
lege is adopting for its
Gibson Sr., left, chairman
in the program.
phis, B.S. from LeMoyne ano College in Maine, explains
students. Listening are Leof LeMoyne's natural science
Withers Phota
retired city school teacher, operation of the "January i Moyne's academic dean,
supervisor of student teachers.
Dr. Jerry H. Gill, of Seattle,
Wash., and Memphis, Ph. D.
from Duke University, partegree From
time professor of philosopny an
religion.
Zack Guess of Memphis,
A new antiperspirant that really
master's from Memphis State,
Kindly send me the Tri-State
works! Solves underarm problems
political science and history.
for many who had despaired of
Atty. Otis Higgs of Memphis,
Defender to address below
effective help. MITCHUM ANTIB.A. from
Memphis St ste
PERSPIRANT keeps underarm*
Six
months
$3.50
$6.00
year
One
School
of
Law,
parttime
inRev. Alfred E. McWilliams
absolutely dry for thousands of
WASHINGTON — The issue, The Howard matter was brought about by years of
incoming dean of Mississippi structor of business law.
grateful users. Positive action
of psychiatric training at thel placed before the convention oppression of spirit, was a
Industrial college
at Holly Michael P. Johnson of Ponca nation's
coupled with complete gentleness 'o
most p restigious' by a group of practicing D.C. contributing factor in, the city .1
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
normal akin and clothing is made
Springs, Miss., received his City, Okla.. A.B. from Knox Negro — dominated university
possible by new type of formula
master of education degree College and master's from is under attack by the National psychiatrists under the leader- riots.
TO
produced by a trustworthy 54-yearThis action on the part or
from the Graduate School of Stanford University, history. Medical
Assoc iation
and ship of Dr. William G. Tompold laboratory.90-day supply $3.00,
Education at the University of James R. Lee of Arlington, could ultimate lead to more kins. D r. Tompkins
was the p s y chiatric committee
with patented nylon applicator.
Va., B.A. from Duks, UniverMississippi on August 20.
explosions
on the campus elected
c h airman
of the is in line with the new mill.
Or for sample, send 250 to The
sity, former member of peace
Mitchum Co., Dept. AP-36. Paris,
Rev. McWilliams, who is Corps in Nigeria, all course among faculty and staff.
NMA
Neur ology-Psychiatry tancy of the NMA which surZone No.
Street Address
Tenn. Remember—it stops excespastor of the Anderson Chapel work completed for master of The issue, significantly, is Section, where the issue now faced at the convention and
Slot*
City
sive perspiration—for many users
seems to be the new NMA
rests.
CME church at 214 N. Mem- fine arts degree at Tulane, purely race.
keeps undetarms absolutely dry.
mood.
phis St. in Holly Springs, man- English, speech and drama.
.11set
It centers around the pretamed an average of 3.60 while Dr. Alvin Overbeck of Mem- sence on the staff of a white The NMA committee has
expressed
"grave
concern"
working for his degree in the phis, partime, German.
member, who, according to
field of educational administra-, Miss Linda Swerdlove of sources, swings -considerable about the psychiatric training program at Howard. It
tion.
Brooklyn, N.Y.. masters from influence" on the progrars would appear, Dr. Tompkins
WE RESERVE
and
training
of
young
Negro
University
Michigan,
of
mathehas said, that the advanceA graduate of Lane college
THE
RI GHT
internes in the Neuropsvcliiament of ideas and the formuin Jackson and the Yale Di- rnatics.
try department at Howard
Msss
Delores
Tiggs
of
MemTO LIMIT
lation of psychiatric thought
vinity School of Yale univerUniversity.
processes are virtually under
sity. he was a chaplain in the phis, B.A. from LeMoyne, manThe issue, which was raised the c o ntrol of non-Negro
United States Air F- rce. He ager of bookstore.
was discharged in is64 with William Watson of Memphie early last month at the NM A asychiatrists.
the rank of lieutenant colonel. B.A. from Lane, student firs convention in St. Louis, is
ancial aid officer.
The trend seems to have
e Gretwell at Barran
• Laurelwoou Center
scheduled to come to a head
• Ch•Isea at Thomas
• Notional at Jackson
While pastoring in Holly Dr. Overbeck and Dr. Gill sometime this month in a the totality of Negro life
• Northgat• Shopping Cyr.
• Quince at Sea Isle
Springs. where he arriv-d in are fulltime professors at South meeting
on the
Howard "defined by persons who lack
• Southland Mail
• Macon at Wells Station
western.
reservoir
September 1964, Rev.
the
of
intellectual
campus.
proMr.
Bellew
Guess
hams has served as
and Mr.
and
cultu ral information
lessor of religion and philosa- are also parttime instructors The concern arises from which would allow a true
what
many Negro physicians concept."
at Owen.
phy
feel is an "alarming national
trend" to have the two former
During the St. Louis meetSave Del Farm cash register tapes
Negro medical schools domi- ing. s o me emphasis
was
for a 1% refund to your church or
nated by whites. While only placed
on
the
psychiatric
the
H o ward
matter
was implications in the current
favorite charity.
formerly brought to the. NMA civil disorders. In a workshop
, last month, there was consi- on "The Negro's Self Image,"
derable
corridor
discussion conducted by the Neurologyregarding
Meharry
Medical Psychiatry Section, it was
College, particularly its school declared that a form
of
self-hatred
Some 28 Memphians were,They included Miss Willie Mae of dentistry at Nashville.
by the
Negro,
among the 243 persons to re- Davis. Harold E. Ford, Mrs.
ceive degrees from Tennessee Edna B. M. Seals, Miss Eloise
V. Silmon, Wilburn Smith, Jr,
A&I State university in NashMiss Ruth 0. Wesley.
and
ville at the end of the summer
Mac Davis was gradu ilea
school.
from the School of Engineering
Seven persons received adwith a bachelor of science devanced degrees. and 21 other;
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
gree.
received bachelor of science
Place Your Order Now
bLADE CUT
and bachelor of arts degrees.
PRAYEit
SECRET
For
Individuals And Groups
a n
Mrs. Neva Johnson
FORMULA CHART
Mrs. Billye C. M. Davis reCALL, WRITE or WIRE
ceived the master of art dePSYCHO-PHYSICAL
grees in education, Mrs. LuCUSTOM
PRAYER TEMPLE
TAILORS
cille B. Leggett and Miss Dide
Hov
Blessings.
Daily
for
Free
Send
M. White the master of eduARMOUR
through thication degrees. and Mrs. Helen to get what you want
12-01 59C
arc
INC.
STAR
Prayers
Prayer.
My
way of
L. H. Batts, Charles E. Cham- new
i „
ITRCYENS
PKG.
being sent out and blessings are
SLICED
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
berlain and Samuel L. Love
coming in. Mail stamped, selfthe master of science degrees. addressed envelope to Rev. C.
Memphis, Tennessee
di\le
Miss Elice .Magnolia Reese Forster, P.O. Box 58, St. Albans
'YOUR
Company
Makin
What Tor Ask for And
was awarded the bachelor of New York 11412.
Creates Whet You Think Of'
r
science degree from the School
of Agriculture and Home Economics.
Bachelor of Arts degrees
from
the School of Arts
and Science were awarded to
REDDEOuRciGo OusLDEN
Frazier,
Boyd
Mrs. Edna
Miss Martha B. Jones and Emmitt McChriston. Jr.
Bachelor of science degrees
PLAIN &
from the same school wen! to
SELF-RISING
AT PRICES YOU
Roosevelt Brooks, Jr., Miss
CAN AFFORD
Wilma Ray Harvey, Larry W.
5-LB.
Herring, Melvin E. Jaessop,
h-hop In the
ienre or
3 our horn.. Let oar derorms.
Lewis Jordan, Jr., Miss Elsie
BAG
ins consultant advise wilts
3 no. So obligation.
Kimbro, Lonnie E. Latham,
Floyd L. Munn, Jr., Whittier A
TERMS ARRANGED TO
Miss
Sengstacke, Jr., and
SUIT
YOUR CONVENIENCE
Evelyn Jean Stewart.
Six persons graduated from
the School of Education with
100% CONTINUOUS
13-01.
13-0Z.
ROOM DARKENING
bachelor of science degrees.
FILAMENT NYLON RUGS
GUARANTEED CUSHION
EACH
EACH
WINDOW
SHADES
BACK—TWENTY COLORS
Selected
$6500
White only ... excludes
DETERGENT
Group
Family Of The Year
light. Ideal for bedrooms.
1\\vt
1.0S
Standard 2 or 3-Cushion Sofa.
OFF LABEL
10C
Washable
vinyl
36"x6'
I -cushion Chair. Plain or Print
PORTLAND, Ore. — Mr
size.
Fabrics. Samples shown ln she
and Mrs. Asa L. Brock have
EXTRA
rn Corded seams, seal,Ian.
ho*.
been named the Nation Urban
SMUNNGumm
tenors. Cut and fit in the horn.$179
SPECIAL.
• • •
League's family of the year.
Easy Terms.
was
Their life
described
DEL FARM
as a successful struggle for
POOQ,StONIS
education. despite lack of
SAMPLES SHOWN
money. The arnual award is
1V2 PT. STL.
IN YOUR HOME
made to Negro parents who
have overcome obstacles and
LONG, EASY TERMS
with tevpin sad parch/Ise et 5500 at ewe exachieved Success in raising a
TO SUIT YOUR CON1 1h PT. Bit.
cluding Beer. Tebstes. Frisk Milk. lee Cream sad
family through hard work and
VENIENCE. SHOP
les Milk. Link eft revues per customer. Coupon
WITH COUPON
determination. The Stocks espe
WILLIAMS FOR BET11
.1
expires Sept. 12, 1967.
daily qualified for this award
TER VALUES,
by sending their four daughters
to college, on Brock's earnings
as a dining car waiter.

131(0/12,
PERSPIO ON

MI's Dean Gets
D

Mississippi

NMA Howard U. Charges I New Subscription Order
Based On Racial Issues

NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD
STORES

McLemore at Neptune

28 Memphians Among A& I

LAST WEEK TO PLAY QUIK-CASH
SATURDAY NIGHT SEPTEMBER 9, 1967

Summer School Grads
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Choir Robe, Kilpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

WEEK TO PLAY QUIK-CASH.
ALL WINNING TICKETS MUST BE REDEEMED BY SATURDAY
NIGHT SEPTEMBER 16, 1967.
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os.
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PRESERVES
LB.
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Negro Official In Dixie Has No
Choice But To Share Power
FAYETTE, Miss. — Syl- The office of supervisor taxes, construct and mainvester Gaines smoothed a hid been sought by 21 Ne- Lain
and
roads
county
wrinkled in his faded brown groes in the primary. While
in
vacancies
fill
bridges,
suit and held up one finger. there
more county offices, make purchases
is
prob ably
"By myself alone, there's prestige in the office of
for the county and prepare
nothing I could do," he said. sheriff, the Boards of super- jury lists.
The quiet-spoken man is visors in 'Mississippi are the
are
the first Negro to win a real county governing power Another 19 Negroes
for
independents
running
as
Board of Supervisor post in —
traditionally supervisors in the Novemp o wer
a
Jefferson County in modern all-white since the 1890s.
ber elections.
Mississippi history. Already
Each supervisor represents Gaines and three other Ne•
had learned
his first
he
a county district and tolesson in politics — the magether they levy all county
See Page 9i
jority rules and four of the
country's supe rvisors are
white.
Negro
Only one o ther
won a supervisor's post in
Mississippi's
Democratic
primaries. A total of 15 won
election to
various county
posts for the greatest gains
Negroes since reconstruc'u
'tion. The other
Negro
Ross of Claiborne County,
also is the only member of
his race on a five-man boa:d.
Both foresee a lot of fourto-one votes the next four
ears.
(All Lines, including Auto Liability and Fire)
1. Gaines, 47, father of 13,
I defeated a white opponent by
11 votes in the Aug. 8 first
primary to win outright election. Ross beat two ..white
supervisor-elected, Willi am
opponents in
nei ghboring
James
County.
Claiborne
won
Joliff
nomination
in
W ii kinson
nearby
County,
but faces a white independent
r
Tel. 525-1861
527-9606
candidate in
the
Nov. 7
keneral election.

CORNETTE
REALTY, INC.

•LOANS
•REAL ESTATE SALES
•INSURANCE

•RENTAL MANAGEMENT

Mrs.
SPLASH PARTY
Trovillus Hall honored her
and
dauthters, Ardencia
a
Quinell Travis, with
splash party on Saturday,
August 26, at the home of

E i
Ill,
Quinell Travis, Kimball : Patterson
Elean or
mer Martin, Vanessa Lewis.
Washington.
T r avis, Rene
Ardencia
Mayes, Vivian Wray, and
Bethany, Shelia Bethany,
Rachelle Howell. On back
Katherine Dyson, Debbie
row, same order, are Eric
Mayes, Bill Miller, J. 0.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Massay of 2034 S. Parkway
east. Enjoying the water
on front row from left, are
Yyson Washington. Sharron
Washington, Karl Bonds,

Nichols.
Kaplans, Joyce
Wanda Miller and Elaine
Mayes. Not shown are Debbie Evans and Judy Bur.
ford. (Joe (lark Photo

334 VANCE AVE.

Adult Basic Education

It's Here
Tom's Donut Shop
So.
Third
931
St.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Registration Planned
Memphis The Lester classes will meet
for
Registration
and Shelby County Aduli. Basic at the same time on Monday
Wednesday. The first
Education classes will be from and
the Tuesdayfor
6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Septem- meeting
ber 6 and 7. Registration at Thursday classes is Sept.mberl
Monday-Wednesday
Lester High School will be en 12. The
September 6. All others will be classes begin on September 11.
Classes will be held in the
on September 7.
Classes will be taught in all following schoolS: City—Treai
subject areas in grades one well, Bellevue, Hamilton. Manthrough eight. Emphasis will assas, Porter, Melrose, Oakbe placed on preparing the haven. Carver, Lincoln, Corry
student for the evening high Jr.. Lester, Douglass, Hume;,
Frayser. County—Ford
and
school program.
The classes are free and the Road, Mt. Pisgah. Barrett's
text books are furnished. All Chapel, Collierville, Geet.tr,
classes will meet from 6:30 Capleville, Woodstock, Neshoba
p.m. to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays Spring Hill, Shadowlawn. White
and Thursdays except 'it Lester Chapel, and E. A. Harrold.
High School.

Piano Students

'POLICE POWER' THREAT
Former Alabama Gov. George Wallace of
Alabama said his state is considering use
of "police power" to override the federal
courts and protect its people. Listening to
Wallace, the principal speaker at the Jay-

Get Diplomas
Two talented piano pupils,
of Mrs. E. L. Cole of 1033 S.
Orleans were presented high
school diplomas by the National Guild of Piano 'reach
ers at a recent meeting.
The students are Miss Ella
Yvonne Lake, daughte.• of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lake
of 310 Flynn rd., and Miss
1546
Daisy Laverne Metcalf
Baltimore st.
Miss Lake is a recentgradnate of Mitchell High scn
and Miss Metcalf a 1967 graduate of Melrose High school.

Awards To Be
Presented To
Young Women
The All-Girl club of Fard
Chapel AME Zion church will
present a "Miss Ford Chapel"
contest on Sunday, Sept. 10,
at 3 p.m., and donations of 25
cents will be charged far tickets.
Mrs. Edith Christian is president of the club, Mrs. B.C.
Redditt advisor, and Rev. A.
the
of
D. Ballard pastor
church.

HOURS
6:00 A.M. UNTIL
12:00 MID--NITE

tees 1);xie Institute banquet in Baton tsouge,
La.. is Alabama Jaycee State President Bob
Harvey (right of Oneeta. Ala. (UPI Telephoto).

S/MON SAYS:

Technology Needed In Middle East
URBANA, Ill. — "The need,development and soil &yell?. stumbling block."
1
make the Middle Simon said the ,:ost of a
for technological development ment could
one of the most pros- peaceful solution of the refuge
East
of the Middle East may ultiperous areas of the world.
problem and scientific developmately be the key to creation
ment of the area are smal
"this
said,
of stability there," Senator "However," Simon
when compared to the costs of
—Is. Paul Simon (D.-Troy) told a cannot be lone unless t h e a military buildup in the Middle
COMPLETES COURSE
aac E. Jones became the gathering of scientists at the nations involved are willing to East.
first member of his race to University of Illinois.
sit down and discuss their The Troy legislator called
mutual problems and oppor- possible development of a canal
complete a course at the
Simon, who just returned tunities. 1m—fel is willing so
through Israel as another m ijWilliam R. Moore School of
from a trip through Europe and meet with the Arab countries, or undertaking requiring scienTechnology recently when he
;the Middle East, said that and some of the Arab countries tific skills never before utilized
was awarded a diploma in
are privately willing to do so., in canal construction.
auto mechanics. A checker forl"barring a sudden reversal uf But the Uniited Arab Republic
!
Campbell 66, he lives with hisl posture by Nasser. the im- (Egypt) remains the great This trip was Simon's third to
1
wife and six children at :9761 mediate hopes for stability are
the Middle East.
Hale ave.
slim. The Middle East can

WATCH FOR
SPECIALS
GRAND OPENING
3 MIN. - SANDWICHES ALL KINDS
WE HAVE BREAD
MILK — MEATS — DRINKS — POTATO CHIPS

AT SPECIAL PRICE
WE CATER TO CHURCHES — SOCIAL CLUBS
& WEDDINGS
947-4931

TOM LAWSON,OWNER

What's New?

Miss. Integration
Rise Predicted
JACKSON, Miss. — Negroes
will attend classes with white
students in al least 115 cf
Mississippi's 155 school districts
this year, State Education Supt.
J.M. Tubb said.

move toward a solution of the
lethargy and water problems A hydro-jet washer attaches
hose for use in
if the Arab nations recognize to any garden
washing automobile simply and
Israel. Until that is done, little quickly, the manufacturer reprogress can be expected..' ports. Pressing a button releases suds from special detergent
Simon indicated that applithrough in-line sudser. Releascation of available scientific ing the button sends clear rinse
knowledge for water resource water flowing through.

ANN
Peter Pan Cleaners

x

1560 Netherwood
899 E. Mciemore
ONE HOUR SERVICE SAME DAY SERVICE
946-1205
215-1544
i
WE
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FIRST NATIONAL'
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BOUSHE
ALL THE WAY FOR
CITY TRAFFIC COURT

Dill
JUSTICE MERCY.HUMILITY EXPERIENCE

MONEY
SAVER

APPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS

BANKAMERICARD

Sao(>foe

Beautifully Cleaned & Pressed

SUITS and DRESSES, plain $125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'cm"5 for $115
r Alt Your Clothes Mildew
Proofed, Moth Proofed,'
Odor Proofed C Sized)

ir
rce

BILLY HYMAN SAYS. .. COME AND GET IT!
•1'. NO. 3"ASK ANYONE WHO
DI,

1000 N. HOLLYWOOD
327-4126

Ntsows TIM" BILLY

HYMAN FOB ('ITT COUNCILMAN.

—BOTH STORES —
IOU) N. Hollywood & 1129 Florida
327-4126

948-4555

'1129 FLORIDA
948-4555

Wooded Window Units .17.95 ea.
2x7, 2x8 Plywood .. .39c Ea.
2/0s6/8 Louvered
4x7, 4x8 Plywood .. 99c Ea.
Door Units
$19.95
99c Ea.
1 4x8 Sheetrock
I x6 —117 YP Siding
$69M
$1.99 Ea,
Antique Kits
1 x10 Channel Rustic
69c Ea.
Cedar Siding
Spray Paint
S69M
2x6-4 Ft. & 6 Ft. YP
S2SM
Odd Alum. Windows S7.95 Ea.
2c Lin. Ft.
YP Mouldings
Post Formed Cabinet
$69 ea.
8/016/8 Patio Door
.51.99 Lin. Ft.
Tops
2" Insulation
/
11
(Slightly Damaged) ....$19.95M
Formica Type Counter
Premiter Insulation
559M
I9c Sq. Ft.
Top
4 4x8 Hardboard Paneling
1
/
(Damaged)
1x3 Short YP Flooring $59 M
$1.91 ea.
Pure Vinyl Floor Tile
14c ft.
I 2 Oak Fl. (short) ..$59 M
Vs Vinyl Asbestos
99c
Pouring Wool
Floor Tile
MO dn.
3-NEW 12,000 BTU Air8c Ft.
Ceiling Tile
Conditioners
$179.95
4x8 Lauan Paneling, $2.99 fa.
Regency Built-In Oven &
Storm Doors _519.95 Ea.
Cook Top (Copper)
$99
17—New Refrigerators from $119.00
$79 M
1x6 105 Siding
23-New Color TVs ....Close Out!
235 Lb. 15-Yr. Rig. $5.88 Sq.
We can handle your entlre but/ding nerds, if not in stock
iiiitastat and out-of-town ruAtamers. Spe,vti cash and carry
Too
prices on our entire stock of lumber and building materials.
handling charge, delivery terms
ran get tivnt for yon at a
many iteras to list them all—but shown are some of our low,
always arranged.
Peel & Stick Hr. Tile 9x9 ..16c ea.
Wood Front Medicine
Cabinet
p
u5
5.9
Arrow Lock Sets....From $1 159
99c
Movable Shutters
Odd Storm Windows ....$3.95 ea.
2:
99
Loose Ceiling Tile
es.ea.
Door Inserts
Corrigated Fiberglass ..19c sq. ft.
FlintKote VA Floor Tile ..S4.49 ctn.
Ramdem length cedar 2x4 S49M
Odd Wood Window Sash 49c ea.
//4 4)(8 Misc. Paneling ....S1.99 ea.
4x8 Bathroom Tile Board $6.99 ea.
S1.95 ea.
h rsPaneling
co
iro
8dBD
4xd
...,0
From $1.99 ea.
$7.95
Misc Door Units
•
11
4150 Sq. Ft. Parlay
$19
Oak Flooring
4x8x% Chipboard
(Damaged)
e::
Damaged Sheetrock 4:8

3711011

nto prices.

"2" CONVENIENT LOCATIONS—PRICES GOOD ONE WEEK
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British Reaction

1

WASHINGTON — One of the more sizzling stories that
seems to be holding dead center in this rumor capitol
involves the trials and tribulations of Maurice Dawkins,
former pastor, now the top Negro advisor to 0E0's Serge
Shriver. It appears that Dswkins attended the recent
Black Power Conference in Newark where he created the
impression that he "was one of the boys." However, when
he returned to D. C., he wrote a critical memo of the
conferees and added the opinion that the militants should

The gunmen that sprayed the the facts are there to vochsafe the
American Embassy in London with ma- argument.
In recent years there have been
chinegun fire and left a note calling
racial disorders in London, LivNegroes,"
ominous
American
"freedom
for
for
and Manchester.
Birmingham
that
the
erpool,
confirmed the belief long held
steady stream of
by
a
caused
plight of the American Negro has reach- They were
West Indian immigrants who settled
ed the stage of international concern.
Though the primary intent was to down in the most crowded areas of the
dissuade the United States from con- native neighborhoods and who competed
tinuing the war in Vietnam, neverthe- for jobs in a market already notorious
_
less the secondary motive gives warrant for its scarcity.
undifferentiated ONLY IN AMERICA
competition,
This
of tactical support in areas far more
in the United
competition
consequential than can be perceived at from like
and
resentments
1States, has created
the moment.
Though the British for centuries conflicts. There is however a marked
were wedded to the concept of colonial distinction that must not be overlooked.
By HARRY GOLDEN
municipality, nowever, is usual- The second problem besetting
ly
able to run its police, fire, our educational system is that
British
States,
the
United
always
the
Unlike
there
has
of
darker
races,
ruling
One of the many problems sanitation and
road departpresthe
resented
which
communities
many
been a soft spot in the hearts of
that afflicts American educa- ments at far less cost and with few educators, let alone parents
Englishmen for the American Negro. ence of the black members of the British tion is that it is constantly sub- far less mismanagement. It and students, have any idea of
What may appear a stranger phenom- Commonwealth did not have popular jected to criticism and reviei may be that the a s sort e d the sort of man a school system
a n d should produce. For centuries,
by a whole na- Boards of Education
enon is that the institution of slavery support. And the disorders were quickly
Boards of Regents are an the faculty, say at Oxford and
All
of
experts.
received its first blow from British in- quelled without the loss of a single life.
ol us. more or anomaly in a society as highly Cambridge could predict exactly the graduates turned out
tellectuals at Cambridge University as The government simply made it abunless, have been centralized as ours.
educated
a n d It would seem one of the each year. They knew what
dantly clear that the West Indian imearly as the 17th century.
almost all of us functions of such boards is to attitudes, what values, what
The feeling was then spread from migrants were British subjects and are
have sent our relate educator) to the total expectetions each student would,
the British Isles to France and else- therefore entitled to all the privileges
children off o needs of the community. But in need to pass into the ebb and;
school. Th e s e the long run the Board of Edu- flow of English life. Apparently{
where on the European Continent that and rights traditionally accorded to all
two fpcts alone cation serves a divisive in- these were just the sort of men
human beings should not be in bondage. British subjects.
make a man or terest. The Board often (Ilse England needed to win its
GOLDEN
It is likely that the blast that shatIt was this spirit that penetrated the
woman an ex- solves its function in inter- Empire and its wars. But with
American social scene and finally led to tered glass doors and windows of the pert, fully competent to judge minable arguments about the advent of the industrial
the political schism that ended in a civil American Embassy in Grosvenor Square and direct any school any whether a merit system will revolution this graduate bejazz up the school or whether came passe. No one has yet
war. Scholars may not agree with this was a warning of what may happen to where.
the tracking system, which been able to figure out exactly
antecedent source as having historical Americans abroad should the racial With the result that now all divides students into smart, how and for we should educate
students. There are an inordi
of us know there are at least
bearing on the war between the states; crisis in the United States worsen.'
to pro_ mediocre ani dumb, ought

American Education Under Criticism

nate number of farmers sitting
15 different programs
school persevere. Here and ther e, on fallow land waiting for the
duce hi-lingual high
graduates but each of ourt suppose, a Board of Education city to grow to make them
high schools
all it can do has solved the problem of trite- millionaires. But if an agrito produce, on occasion, a gration. But I know when New cultural college anyway has
student able to read and write York City's Board of Education made a determined effort to
English with ,:ome facility,
tried to solve racial imbalances re-educate these farmers, to
in the school system by bussing, put the land to use, then I am
dred other cities. Smog, congestion, While I have ne, statistics, nor the outrage that greeted the unaware of it.
water pollution, law enforcement and will I seek any, I am willing to plan made the annoyance that
half of the budget for President Johnson's proposed We have land-poor farmers
other problems of the megalopolis beset bet that
all of our municipalities goes to surtax look like the joy over the;and language-poor students and
them and their uneasy neighbors.
between them multi-million dolthe cause of education. This receipt of a Federal bonus. The
complexes able to reach
lar
ouri
number
one
problem
in
generating
a
kind
of
'urban
"By
half, of course, includes plant
pmeneither. The farmers don't
integration.
This
is
schools
crush', they create a problem in the cit- as well as curricula, mainten- blem is usually solved by the know there are graneries an'
ies to which they go. By depopulating ance as well as faculty. Yet principal. It is the captain who xious for millet and the stuthe countryside, they create a problem every municipality is eager for saves the ship in a typhoon and dents don't know what a deor federal aid. There is rarely the shipping company's pendent clause is. It takes milin the rural areas from which they state
'lions of dollars to get this far.
never enougn money. Every Board of Directors.

A Good GOP Program

A Good GOP Program Lochard Ed Sat.
The program, recommended by the
Committee
Republican Coordinating
where
high
for revitalizing rural areas
unemployment exists, has many constructive features whose application
might help relieve some of the main
conditions that create insufferable
problems in most American communicome."
ties.
To attack this double-edged probshould have questioned whether
To bring these neglected areas into
SAYS...
JACKIE
ROBINSON
Carmichael wants a
recomStokely
the orbit of progress and lasting econo- lem, the Coordinating Committee
America
or a U.S.
better
mic health, the committee believes that mends a program, the basic purpose of
Societ empire.
branch
of
the
special emphasis should be placed on which is to rebuild rural areas, particuOur newspapers — black
educational aid, and that industrial larly those of high unemployment, proand white (but more so the
white) are also tc blame. A
plants should be located in those areas vide more job opprtunities, thereby keep
few days back, "The New York
and government defense and other con- more of the population on the farm.. ,
Times" featured Rap Brown's
This program strikes at the very
tracts should be channeled there in orfoolishness all over the front
page. Ironically, the "New
der to insure both population stability root of the sickness which afflicts our
York Daily News," often conlarge urban communities. For, it is that
By Jackie Robinson
and economic security.
Iment was issued — tardily demned as sensasionalist acendless flow of migrants from the rural' There isn't much time left of from the Roy Wilkins office. corded Brown what he rated —
The committee says:
"The migrants concentrate, unas- areas that creates a burden too heavy a summer that. has been It was a nice, polite, states- A paragraph. Government, inthe black and white
similated, in Detroit, in Cleveland, in the for the cities to unload by themselves. terribly long and hellishly hot. man-like announcement. It dustry,
should have nailed down issues public, the press, and all of
JSouth Side of Chicago, in Watts, in The result is chaos, conflicts and even- I very much fear that long and called names. It should us who love the America, can
sighs of relief will be drawn have identified H. Rap Brown create a better country if we
Harlem, in Indianapolis and in a hun- tual uprisings.

A Time To Sig h
And Be Afraid

by many people in all walks for what he is — a sensation- pull together. Frankly, I am
Not for myself. I conof life — government, industry, alist, dangerous, irresponsible afraid.
agitator who has a talent for sider my life well spent and
the professional poverty fight- getting fires ignited and getting richly blessed. But I am afraid
ers and the general public. himself safely out of the way, we might destroy the worli
Such relief will only be the leaving those he agitated to we should be leaving as a
most unintelligent self-decep- face the music. The statement legacy for your kids and mine.
Educators, concerned that time- tion. For the grim business of
worn methods of educating women have race and riots is no longer
business.
summer, seasonal
produced a cultural lag, agree. Formerly Fantastic as it may sound, we
the American woman went to college, may now look forward. to
got married, and presumably lived hap- "riot," "rebellion." "revolt."
The impact of Russia's technological brilliance
"insurrection- or whatever you.
pily ever after. Now she often goes to choose to label these disruption upon American public school system has brought on
college for a variety of reasons, and still lat times likes Thanksgiving, a revision of our educational program which is iniChristmas, and New Year.
lives happily ever after.

Mature Women In College

be shunned by 0E0 projects. His memo went to senior
staff and the regional directors. Naturally it was leaked to
the press. The result: Dawkins is being shunned by certain
groups in the ghetto and certain sources of information
have been curtailed. Everyone here is wondering why he
did it and moreover, why did he put it in writing. The
Soup an' Sandwich crowd is predicting that Dawkins will
fade from the scene in the same manner as his predecessor—Sam Vette—because he presses too hard to please
The Man. Dawkins is reducing such controversy to writing,
broke one of the cardinal rules of D. C.

ONE OF THE FIRST assignments of Cliff Alexander
at EECO was to tell Bill Williams, the deputy staff director
from California. he would have to go home. Bill one of
the capable guys on the staff has left and headed to rejoin
the faculty at UCLA and handle the field office of Congressman Gus Hawkins. The second casualty is Eric Springer
of Pittsburgh, who was already slated to quit. Springer
returns to a teaching post at the University of Pittsburgh. He is the son of famed labor figure, Maida Springer.
Cliff has drawn closer to him the white executive director
whom the majority of the staff feels that not only doesn't
he (the director) -know where it is" he couldn't care
less about learning . . . Cleveland's Marie McCurdy, the
U. S. District Attorney for Northern Ohio, has been drafted
as general counsel for the President's Commission on
Civil Disorder. Jimmy Booker, the former N, Y. Amsterdam News staffer, is public relations director for the
Commission. Booker is rumored to be slated for a press
spot at the White House soon.

IDLE CHIT CHAT: Pat Harris is house hunting in
D. C. as rumors are linking her in the new president's
seat at Howard, as one of the new nine District Commissioners or with judgeship. The former Ambassador to
Luexembourg isn't talking . . . Jimmy Hicks the former
N. Y. editor is now an executive assistant to Herb Mangram, the new chairman of the N. Y. Commission on
Human Relations ... Put your money on Ed Sylvester for
the top commissioner job in the District. Ed, a Detroiter,
is the highly regarded chief of the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance . . . Charlie Carr, Cleveland's city
council majority leader was huddling in D. C. last week
with Louis Martin. At the same time his GOP counterpart,
W. 0. Walker, the publisher, was huddling with Republican
biggies. The target—the Negro vote in '68 . . . The Momtgomery County Fair Housing law went into effect last
week and so far there hasn't been any static—nor exodus.
Which goes to show that unless you have the Bread, all
the laws in the world won't help.

THE WAYS OF PEOPLE: H. Rap Brown, who calls
all white people honkies and tells young Negroes they
must support the black nationalist movement in a quest
for Black Power, went off and hired a white lawyer as
soon as he got himself arrested . . . C. Sumner Stone, the
spokesman for the Black Power boys in Washington is fresh
from Gary where he worked against a Negro becoming
mayor. He was on the payroll of the white incumbent .. .
Wiseacres are saying that the Brother in Washington was
about to get real unity until the comissioner plan came
along. Now the Brother is all split into a hundred different
camps, each one having a slate of candidates for the
jobs. On most slates, the chairman of the groups proposing
it, normally has his name at the top of the list . . . In
town for reasons unknown was Claude Murphy of Chicago.
Claude was holed up at the Washington Hilton with a
long line of visitors beating at path to his door . . .
Washington is about to name its new school superintendent
and it could be Wilson Riles, a Negro Which would mean
turning over the District schools, which is 92 per cent
Negro, to Brothers to control. -So!

THINGS IN THE CRYSTAL BALI,: Percy Sutton, the
N. V. politico, will head a special meeting of Negro politicians called for Chicago this fall. Brothers from all over
the country will be invited. It is the answer to the Black
Power meeting in Newark . . . Pete Libassi, the strong
man of HEW's Title VI program is having staff troubles.
Many top people are leaving for other jobs under not too
happy conditions . . . Ruth Harvey the militant Danville,
Va. attorney, lost the runoff in the Va. House of Delegates
on a strict racial vote. She had led in the primary with
a 310 margin over her nearest competitor in the fourcandidate race, but failed to get better than 50 per cent
of the vote . • . Julius Hobson. BP spokesman in D. C. is
a federal employee at Social Security, which puts the lie
to the excuse of some federal employees that they can't
get involved in community affairs. His suit against the
District school board embarrassed all of the civil rights
groups, which slept it. Also forced the resignation of the
superintendent and the eventual abolition of the controversial tract system.

The middle-aged housewife on the
college campus has become a permanent
fact of academic life. She's enrolling in
such increasing numbers each year that
some educators are restudying not only
the education of "mature" women, but
female education generally. This observation results from a recent survey conconsistent with our traditional concept of preparing
The pattern, of course, is not that And you can bet your bottom for a practical future. For instance, we have been
ducted by Jane Day of the National Obpat, Miss Day remarked. But the gen- buck that John V Lindsay is withdrawing from vocational education and technical
server.
making a highly educated guess
There is a move for more flexibility eral framework has emerged to such a when he predicts hotter sum- high school training in the last decade.
THE REAL BEHIND the scenes struggle for the presiin the times women may attend classes; degree that forward-looking educators mers to come if we do not fight
education
specialist
dency
of national Delta Sigma Theta sorority was highly
Ohio
A
survey
made
by
an
number one domestic progreater acceptance of the part_time are prodding colleges to peel the moss our
political. Some of the sorors, with an Illinois base, were
blem with as much fervor as we in his state found 75 per cent of parents and stustudent, even at the graduate level; fi- from their thinking about educating are fighting on a foreign front
pushing strongly , for a candidate without the Demo brand
dents who desired vocational education could not be on her. The nominating
committee failed to bring in the
nancial aid for the needy older student; women and take a realistic look at — and with as much money.
accommodated. Only 19 per cent of the public high name of the sorority's first vice president, Mrs. Frankie
what's
happen
in
ig.
look
at
accepting
lenient
and a more
I have written incessantly
schools were offering such training. Parents and Freeman, a member of the Civil Rights Commission and
Although there are no exact statis- about the failures of American
credits for work taken at other universian LBJ appointee. Delta stalwarts, who are real pros in
whites which have aggravated students appeared more aware than educators that
tics on the number of women over 35 the situation. I must now
ties.
the Ohio economy was in need of many more tech- the game, put Mrs. Freeman's name in from the floor and
a real tense battle ensued. She won, however, with a near
Dr. Eleanor F. Dolan, director of returning to college, related figures give sorrowfully — say that I feel
nically trained recruits than it was getting.
three-to-one majority . . . Andy Hatcher, former
research of the American Association of some indication. According to the U.S. the so-called "moderate" Negro
White House press aide under JFK is divorced from Hellenabdicated
its
has
leadership
by
data
supplied
statistical
This is borne out by
University Women ( AAUW), thinks Office of Education, 2,174,000 women
duty and chickened out appar- the state's department of education and
industry. tine where he has been for a number of months,
the college entrance examination should were enrolled in college degree courses
ently for fear of criticism and The state's industrial job force needs only 7.6 per
be adjusted to test achievement during in the fall of 71965-three times more attack from that noisy minority
one's lifetime, particularly in such "non- than in 1950. And more will be pounding which seeks to inflame, to urge cent college graduates but requires 42 per cent train- ago, only 4 per cent of all high school students were
+_ed craftsmen or technicians. But until the appear. getting any training for the largest category of
cognitive areas" as a person's relation- admission's office doors this fall. It is a burning and hate.
vocational schools a few years jobs. The percentage is still very low.
healthy sign.
ship to others.
I recognize that a joint state-! ance of some regional

Vocational Education
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warm., Gargle to ease a
aspirin
throat. Take
sore
for the discomfort."
Avoid crowds and people
who have colds, a booklet,
"The Common Cold and You"
recommends. Get out of doors
therapy,
medically Try g r a udma's
until a
But,
The average child is going some do, head on!
as often as possible. Take
the American Medical Asthat rooms are wellto be absent from school at "Take garlic capsules and approved "curt" is availcare
sociation advises. It's still
hands
Wash
least five days during the vinegar pickles," one man able, "what is a mother
ventilated.
cold
commercial be t. "If you get a
the
do?"
to
year. The
school
coming
advises.
I stay home in bed. Keep frequently.
asks.
average employ ed adult
will lose at least three work- "Buttermilk and soda w aing days. The common cold ter" will do it, another re!
NOW SHOWING!
will be responsible. These commends.
et
forecasts are based on past Other remedies and preFeature Starting Times Daily 12:45, 2:40, 5:00
records, and there is no ventatives
eating
i n c 1 ude
not
will
likelihood they
an apple every night, using
7:15,9:30. Sunday 2:15, 4:40 7:05, 9:30
next
prove a c c urate for
eyewash morning and evening,
year.
heating beer and dropping in
people come down it a piece of camphor, and
Most
poultice of hot
five placing a
or
colds four
with
times a year, and in the mashed onions of the chest.
schoolage children
U. S
While the public exchanges
"Sidney Poitier gives his
have them twice as often personal theories and home
"Sidney Poitier gives
best performance !"
as adults. Women seem to remedies, scie ntists
a sensitive
have
— Scholast,c Magazmo
than
vulnerable
more
be
the
causes
been exploring
performance!
men, "perhaps because they of colds. To
date, they
A fine cast',"
are in closer contact with have isolated approximately
— Sertnteon Maw.**
artian
children,"
infected
have
which
"Sidney Poitier
ses
150 viru
cle in a pharmaceutical jour- been
being
as
i d entified
in 'TO SIR,
great
nal explains.
"Sidney Poitier
attacks of
for
responsible
LOVE'!"
WITH
ail- tile common cold. (Getting
no other
"Probably
just perfect ...
— Ed Sunivark O.,f Neal
regarded,
ment is so lightly
your feet wet, or "chilling"
this film will
and yet is as costly as the have definitely been excluded
enthrall you!"
common cold," observes Dr. as acceptable ways of catch— Cosmopohtan Magazin*
"A colorful
medical ing cold.)
Archie Scri bner,
kicky movie
director of Glenbrook Labora"Excellent...
stories, and author of the
in the
article in "Drug & Cosmetic
an inspiring
mod mood!"
Industry."
— Good Ft:, • oLeeotng
film!"

OUR MOST COSTLY AILMENT

Try Garlic, Pickle, To Fight Common Cold

huo DAISY

HONORED BY SEVENTEEN MAGAZINE AS MOVIE OF THE MONTH!
WINNER OF SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINE BELL RINGER AWARD.

Dr. Scribner gives the results of a nationwide survey
how
to discover
designed
common cold victims meet
their adversary. Apparently

rl
Ill I
,f) OLDER
MAKES YOU LOOK
z
THAN YOU ARE

magaz,n•

,

p

1 000111/0
OetCOLUMBIA PICTURES
Presents

Women's Day

JAMES CLAVELLS
Producteon co

SIDNEY POITIER "TO SIR WITH LOVE"

Announced At
First Baptist
Annual Womens Day will be
observed on Sunday, Sept. 17,
at the First Baptist Church,
Magnolia, located at 1518 S.
Cooper st., and women will be
in charge of all services of
the day.
Mrs. Georgia Woody, a member of the Vollentine Baptist
Church will speak at the 11 a.m.
Guest speaker for the
service.
The home of Mr. and Mrs LeMoyne College in June were l she's just back from a European evening program will be Miss
Gaither
James D. Taylor, 1359
Dr. W. W. Gibson, one of their junket; Mrs. Joe Peters, Mrs. Clarice Avant, a member of
Parkway was the setting for college instructors who was also' Dorothy Talley, Miss Beverly St. Matthew Baptist church.
Hooks, another Co-Ette sister
the wedding of their daughter
offering congratulations to Rod- of the bride's, Mrs. Charles A Pre-Women's Day program
Miss Sandra Donell Taylor to
at the church on
Roderick P. Diggs. Jr., son of crick on his acceptance to the Williams. Mrs. Janice Hull, will be held
Sept. 15, at 8 p.m.
night,
Friday
Diggs
Mediof
Joanne
P.
Tennessee
Miss
University
Roderick
Hurt,
Edith
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Rev. E. L. McKinney,
Sr., 1014 Woodlawn. The couple cal College, and to Sandra who McCoy, Miss Helen Sails, Miss with
minister, and the Bushwas married by the Rev. P. L. has begun teaching in the Mem-1 Helen Coburn, Mrs. Emma J. guest
Baptist church choirs of
grove
of
Floyd,
E.
arrangement
Alice
an
Mrs.
Green,
Rowe before
Tenn., as guest.
and!
System,
Brunswick.
City
School
phis
Miss Annie Graves, Miss Eva
white chrysanthemums flanked
public is invited.
by glowing candles in cande- Clarence Christian, William 0. Brittenum, Miss Doris Price, The
Mrs. Catherine Bryant is
Speight III, and Melvin Tuggle Charles Bowden, Mrs. Adam
labras.
Sloan, Miss Rosa Miles, Mr. chairman of Women's Day, Mrs.
FraterPhi
Alpha
Alpha
who're
The bride was attended by
and Mrs. Walter Banks, Mrs. Geraldine Taylor co-chairman,
Miss Lydia Bernice Campbell, nity brothers of the groom.
Mariless Scott, Miss Irma , and Mrs. Marie Jones publicity
her childhood friend Co-Ette Also offering best wishes to Shoulders, Mrs. J. W. McCoy, chairman.
sister in the Memphis Co-Ettes
WWI Alice F. Harmon and Mr.; Rev. J. W. Wyms is pastor
who wore a short pink dress. the well liked couple were Mrs.i and Mrs. William R. Robertson. lof the church.
William Henry Richardson was A. J. Polk, and her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T J. Jackson,
best man.
downtown • anion ave. • southland mall
The radiant young bride given,who're neighbors of the groom's
of
Dean
Lionel
Arnold,
family;
I
in marriage by her father was
beautiful in an empire styledr LeMoyne where Roderick was
gown of soft silk organza. The President of the student council
bodice featured a scooped Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Sinclair, Mr.
neckline and short scalloped and Mrs. Willie Miles and
Fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321
4
/
sleeves. The high waistline was daughter Lisa: Mr. and Mrs.
James
BookWilson,
Raymond
trimmed in satin embroidered
roses from which the organza er, Malcom Weed, Miss Yvonne
skirt flowed in soft fullness. Payne, Miss Lora Ann Greene,
The back flared from the should- James Sandridge, Mr. and Mrs.
ers in fullness to the floor. Allen Hall, Miss Claudia Hawkins, Mrs. Stanie Smith, Miss
Her headpiece was a tiny Marqueline Jackson, Mr. and
crown of organza leaves and Mrs. George Walker, Miss
teardrop crystals. Her Illusion Minnie E. Walker, Miss Rebecveil cascaded to the shoulders ca Hill. and Miss Alva Crivens.
and was accented with teardrop
fashionable
other
Among
pearls.
attired guests were Mr. and Mr
A reception followed the wed- Willie Lindsey. Jr.. Mrs. James
ding ceremony at the home of Norfleet Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Lawthe groom's parents and among rence Moss and daughter Joyce,
those extending congratulations Mrs. Thrift Green, Mrs. Lillie
Walton and daughter Rhodis
to the young couple were:
Mrs. Elise Lee, and daughter and Joyce, Mrs. Ravtion HawGail, aunt and also Godmother kins, Mrs. Jerry Johnson. Mrs.
of the nretty bride; Mr. and Virginia Bowen, Mrs. Maxine
Mrs. Willie E. Taylor, and Walton, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
daughter Glenda. aunt, uncle Sullivan. Mrs. Mary Somerand cousin of the bride; Mr. ville, Mr. and Tommy Hoover,
and Mrs. Claude Davis. aunt of Mrs. June Moon and daughter
the groom: Mr. and Mrs. Sam- Donna. and Mr. and Mrs.
uel'T. Jackson. aunt and uncle Harrison Ryas.
of the groom; the groom's
a special smile of
grandmother Mrs. Ardella Mc- Wearing
was the bride's sister
happiness
Johnson
Charles
Mrs.
Kinney;
who has wedding plans
and daughter Cheryl. cousins Ernyze
her own, and chatting with
of the bride; Mrs. Gladys M. of
her were Mrs. Claude Cooper,
Greene, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
I. R. Emery, Mr.
reg. 12.00-15.00
Lawrence, Mrs. Lydia Camp- Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Walter Palmer, Mrs.
bell and James S. Jones.
Ella Mae Greene, John Lofton,
C3
Chatting with the young cou- Mr. and Mrs. ()ries Buckley,
from
Mrs.
Jobe
Mr.
Walker,
and
graduated
were
ple who
req. 16.00-23.00
MR. and MRS. RODERICK DIGGS

The Place
To Go
For The
Brands
You Know

Roderick Diggs Claims Sandra
Donell Taylor In Home Ceremony

CSS

Catherine's
close-out

SALE
summer

DRESSES

Play TV's Exciting New Game...

it's
RACING
TIME!

1 2 to 321
2 and 18 to 52
/
sizes 16/

...IN UP TO $500

7 To 7:30 P.M. Every Saturday Night - WMC TV

"
3
5

•

reg. 26.00-32.00
reg. 36.00-50.00

9"
1.4"

higher prices proportionately reduced!

DOWNTOWN and
SOUTHLAND MALL ONLY!

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

Save
Quality Stamps
The Publics
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•

J STOUT SHOPPE

Favorite

• 127.6436
64 SO. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
UNION AYE. •
• 274-2161
)192 UNION
WHITINAYIN • SOUTI4LAND MALL • 3t4064
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Well glory be, our memory Sugarmons, Sr.
And then you know the'is Otis Higga, A JUDO gradMemphians had their swing- uate of Memphis State Law is getting worse by the day,,1 And pretty Tommye ( Mrs.
ing picnic at Simpson's Farm. , School. who also passed the that's the only one we can re- Herbert) liarrison came down
The brisk air made the folks bar this summer. Otis is call but we do know she from Nashville, where her
more conducive for those ac- still working in the Public also visited other countries hubby is seni or dental
will too such as England, France, students at Msharry and she's
and
Defender's office
tive games!
Italy a schoolmarm, to see her aunt
Germany,
ROUND-UP . . . The AKAS teach Business Law at Le• Belgium,
Spain and The Netherlands. Pel Outten who was visiting
always start the year off Moyne this year.
and Tom Hayes.
with a round-up and broil
Meanwhile back to Marge's T'was really an interesting Helen
and
hot dogs letter, would you belief, experience for Helen. She And personable Shirley Lyons
hamburgers
and roast • marshmallows while these are just highlights .
. lived in with a family and from New Orleans was here
indulging in good ole girl an intern in Senator Percy'i was able to study their home visiting her aunt and uncle,
talk. This time the y trekked office this summer was a life as well as the language Rev. and Mi•s. Elmore Stever1 ovablei the jeweled collar.
and
I unpretentious
Mary (Mrs. Lester) Norris, out to Edna Swingler's home student at Vassar and know; and was able to take leisurely son.
young people received.
places
marvelous the bride's aunt from Loa with pretty back yard which Phyllis Atwater, a Manassas trips to interesting
a
such
With
Angeles whose beauty and afforded lots of wide open graduate (you remember that's whenever she felt the urge
start they drove off in their
charm simply radiates, was spaces. They added a new where Marge taught) repotted She's the William Bradfords
sleek new spotty Oldsmobile
in rosy in pink, and the groom's wrinkler this year and gave that she is doing very well daughter and Marie's sister.
to Wesleyan University
where sister Rita Sanders, a cute prizes for the prettiest mod and that she is well liked After spending a vacatioa
Middletown. C o n n.,
were by the -students. Phyllis is the
Winne rs
little sprite literally floating costumes.
Nell
Skeets will continue his minchiffon Shirley Watkins, June Lat- daughter of Rev. and Mrs. in upstate New York
her deep pink
isterial studies and M aye in
Chris' Roulhac of Philly
and
shoulder;
one
Pringle.
ting and Janelle
The Lucie Campbell EnsemJ. D. Atwater.
special gown baring
a
as
enroll
will
drove down to Albany colcame
who
Bridgeford,
completed a training proBetty
ble
.
.
.
GROUP
LUNCHEON
her
continue
and
Well, guess we've plagiarized lege, where Chris was for, student
great
bride's
the
with
at 604 Walnut st. on Auject
The Saturday Luncheon Group
' pursuit of medicine in the along
merly football coach to re- gust 17 under the auspices of
was met at the Living Room enough.
fro m Mo ntclair
aunt
family tradition
Dr. turn their son Mike to the
and
Ann
Margaret
green, she's with Mary Kaye (Mrs. Wilin
Mrs Daisy Archie, and the
charming
k;o-roini
Odis Strong, who're living higher walls of learning. Then young people entered in the
You know her father' grand- one of the rare personaliliam) Tolleson, Dorothy in L. A. for a couple of it was on to St. Petersburg,
, father and five or six of ties you're happy to meet
popularity contest will be given
and
(Mrs. Jim) Lawson
further Fla., for a wedding.
physiall
were
brothers
his
awards during a program at
as a friend: Carrie (Mrs. Mettle (Mrs. Whittier) Seng- years while he does
Sir Laurie and State Repre- the
ERMA LEE LAWS
expecting
study, a r e
Community
cians.
Tabernacle
Calvin) Grant, the groom's stacke as hostesses.
Stork again. Think this will sentative
Jewel ( Mrs. Oscar) Spei.,-Mt aunt s m ding
in
brightly
on Sunday, Sept. 10, at
church
Sugarmon
Russell
was smart in beige silk and an
silk Here the girls accomplish-! be number three. Hear tell and their brood drove up '.o 3:30 p.m.
yellow
e x q uisite
ingre- Sanders and Debora Sanders lace and in her effortless which she made with her ed two feats at the same from her sister Emma Jean her home town of Charleston
"There are three
Among those to be honored
a delicious lunch of Stotts, who visited with them
dients in the good life: learn- Thompson, and liviog room grace did a grand job of own little hands: Sue Walker, time,
and rented are Misses Alice Joyce Ward,
Carolina,
South
bedroom
suites from directing the home wedding the bride's aunt from Mont- filet mignon and everything and the rest of the Hubbards
ing, earning, and yearning." and
a cottage on the ocean for Earline and Julia Rogers, Deband
brother-in-law,
his
sister
and elegant reception in the clair. received lots of com- that goes with it and heard out there, that they'd like restful
YOU'RE
JUST BECAUSE
all. bie and Patricia Smith. Ear'
it
for
break
pleasant talk by the Jim a subscription to the TSD.
. we thought we'd Calvene and Staff Sgt. Earl University Room of the Shera pliments on her pink and a
YOU
DeFrank
the
folks
Her
line Jackson, Belinda Malone
decotu m e
Backkums
tell you that Maye Byas Mayfield, who're career folks ton-Motor Inn.
Evelyn Vavasseur also visit- Costes now live in Baltimore and Norma J Franklin.
red floral gown; and a stunStreet
Front
for
signers
A. -this summer and where Dr. DeCosta heads the Special guests will be David.
Senders had for Uncle Sam and are serv- The bride's mother was as ning trio as they listened to
S k eets
and
off ed L.
showed
who
Theatre
accordion of Tony Barone of the prettiest wedding ing a stint in Germany with pretty as a bride herself in the
with her aunt Oc- Morgan State graduate school. Johnny and Sonnie Moore and
guested
costumes from Hamlet and
receptions e v er. and the their children Jessica Inez a long gown of blue chiffon rasso were three charmers
tavia Vavasseur and other
Priscilla
plays.
The Eugarmons were back their mother, Mrs.
with the back interest, while each with her silver tresses other
relatives.
gifts were just utterly fabu- and DeWayne Ashton
Moore.
his
sister
see
to
time
in
Jessie
Margaret TRIPPING ALONG . . . We Vera
lous, a car from her mom How do these gifts grab the groom's mother,
suavely coiffured;
Clark Weldon (Mrs. Sidney) Smith Prof. C. L. Moore will preGeorge
and
and dad Orphelia and Dr. you'.' There's but a few of (Mrs A. D.) Greene was a (Mrs. Paul) Wilson, a friend I received a breezy letter from and their Natalie were among
the gifts to the young
Marjorie Ulen, the folks who took in Expo of St. Louis who was visit- sent
many, many beautiful study in haute conture in a of the bride's family from our cohort
Jimmy Byas, a dining room the
B.
R.
women.
the
parents
her
ing
With
c h iffon gown
New York City in rose; the who is also one of our able '67 this summer and visited
suite from his aunts, Cornelia and useful items the two green
bride's cousin, Aubrey Tur- predecessors from the Merry- other spots such as Detroit,
who is now a Chicago. and
ner. in Nile green, a n d the Go-Round
while
e tc.
bride's regal aunt, a grand'member of the staff of Sena- they were in that area.
from tor Charles Percy of Illinois.
Cook
dame, Vivian
And Helen Bradford. who
Baltimore, in blue lace.
You remember Marge's snapChicago as home,
Bringing smiles to the faces py fashion-well her letters are now claims
with a wealth
there
back
is
handwas
him
filled
of all who saw
'just the same and
for her stuknowledge
of
some Gus White who entered'with so much news that we
acquired
she
which
dents
with his proud aunt, Addie just had to share it with
AusSalzburg,
in
studying
The
Jones.
(Mrs. C. S.)
you.
for two months this
young doctor was here for She was sorry she and her tria
summer and made side trips
the first time since his re- good
Booth
Alma
f r i eld
to other cities in Austria
visitNam
turn from Viet
could not spend more time
as Vieona.
ing his folks, Addie and Dr. together when Alma visited such
pride
White's
Viv
He's
C. S.
the Capitol this summer, and
and joy and has already she couldn't find Edith WilCleveland.
in
her
visited
Memphis, Tenn.
I
lis and her sister Agnes D.
The erudite young captain Carter of Chicago at Uniln
Sept. 8, 1967
is in the Army and is sta- Station to see them off .
tioned in Monterey, Califor- The Dedrick Brittenums were:
Dear Betty,
nia.
in D. C. where he testiI thought about you lost
Orphelia and Jimmy drove Lfied before the Senate Bank
Spencer,'
We went out to
night.
James
son.
their
ing and Currency Committee'
over
Nashville
Stoker
Furniture Company,
Jr., to
would
which
bill
a
concerning
the past week-end where he'll regulate the
Mutual Fund 1174 S. Bellovue Blvd.,
matriculate as a first year Companies of which he is one last night and we saw some
dental student at Meharry, of five Negro brokeds in of the wildest
furniture.
his father's alma mater.
the country. She wonders if [ They hod styles of furniLABOR DAY FESTIVITIES he was the first sould brother
. . .Iris and Marion Harris IMemphis
from ture that I've never seen
appear
to
sent out bright yellow bids to!at a Senate public hearing or heard of before and
SUMMER WEIGHT
their patio party on the beau- as a witness . . .And a sad knowing you like unlawns of their pink note was the report of the usual styles plus good
tiful
Barron Avenue abode, and death o f
Randall quality, I wanted to let
E sther
First
extolled their favorite folks LaMarr. She
with
worked
this
know
about
you
to "End your vacation on a the
AdministraVete rans
Time
high note of fun . . .Come tion in D. C. and was the store. So when you come
to our party Front St. will aunt of
Brinkley , to town next week to do
Paulette
perform . . .Guys and Dlls Porche's
Bernardl, your shopping, be sure to
husband,
the players will do . . .wear . .
Low
and was a classmate save enough time before
casual clothes . . . your of Harriett Walker's at Tal- you buy to go by and see
A
mini skirt will do.''
ledega.
Stoker' s unusual styles.
Iris and Marion's son Edthen she mentioned We sure like what we
Price
ward was a summer gra- And
George Brown. a June bought and I'm sure you
that
A&I
of
T ennessee
duate
graduate had workwill too.
State University and to him Howard
the Dept. of HUD
with
ed
We send our felicitations.
Tell Larry and Jim
in
time
of
lot
spent a
It was a Dutch affair at and
with you and be
come
to
Hearings on Housing
the Northcrosses — Nell and Senate
here
stop by our
and
sure
He's
summer.
this
Dr. Theron. they and their Bills
has passed the house so you can see our
and
now
children Debbie. Reggie, and
and is gathering bits color TV. The one we
, s 4,
Theron Jr., welcomed fellow bar
wisdom from the dean of bought from Stoker, too.
of
Ipicnickers Helen and Longino
H air $
HUm1a0n0°'
MR. and MRS. DONALD B. FRENCH
A. A. Letting as
Girl, it's great.
iCooke and their Lonnie who's lawyers,
That's all for now.
Miss Carol Ann Billops be- Mrs. Albert French, Sr.. parent sister, and Mrs. Walter Flowers family folks and friends who
ca ate the bra.l,of Danold Blaine of the groom, Mr. and Mrs. cousin of the bride whose wed- were pals from way back
Will be expecting to see
Pearl
Theron
w i th
French at the home of her Atty.,Albert French. Jr.. brother and !ding gift to them was their wed- when
you next week.
and Andrew Perry and their
Latting, 1310 Quinn, with sister in law of the groom all ding pictures and book.
Your old time girl friend,
FIRST NATIONAL
Andrea
and
Angela
thCiev. A. R. Williams officiat- from Columbus. Ohio: Miss The bride is a native Mem- girls
Mary Jane
who're
Angeles
Los
m,efore an improvised al- Beverly
Makowsky. Detroit. phian, a graduate of Booker T. from
:.C..:.‘
BANKAMERICARD
her
mother Annie
tar:7111i white chrysanthemums Michigan: Mrs. Jean Latting Washington High School and visiting
mention
to
forgot
I
P.S.
and toandles.
Bailey. Chicago, Illinois; and Tennessee A & I State Uni- Harris and sister and broitt(40/711 kti
that Stokers' terms are as
The bride who was given in Miss Anita French. sister of versity and is employed as a ther-in-law. Evelyn and Ellittle as No Down Payment
statistical assistant with the deridge and a niece Paula
marriage by Atty. Latting, her the groom from Columbus.
HAT
You don't have to live with the
with up to 36 months to
sister's father in law was pretty Mrs. Maggie Ellis, the bride's Department of Transportation, Thompson and his mother
awful
skin
torment
of
upset
by
raa
sister
was
y
nd
err
P
Bureau of Public Roads, Wash- Rena
in s short white silk organza maternal grandmother
pay. You can't beat that
the agonies of itching of certain
minor skin irritations. PALMER'S
dress bordered in satin over diant as she congratulated the ington, D. C. The groom's Katheryn P. Thomas; Cecewith my old egg
even
is
"SKIN
SUCCESS"
OINTMENT
and Lawrence Westley
which she wore a cage dress of couple along with the bride's native home is in Columbus. lia
the proven way millions get fast,
beater.
popular
blessed relief when their skin
brother, Quincy Bellops.
Ohio and he is a graduate of and their little "L" Neet
white lace.
cries "help". As this internationally famous skin medication eases
Her headpiece was of organza singer with the Mad Lads, and Columbus East High School and Dr. Ike Watson, next
the itching, and induces fast rerose petals and her illusion the bride's brother-in-law, Aryls and Washington Draft School. door neighbors Vivian and
lief from itching miseries, you'll
their
Willis
and
After serving in the U. S. Navy Thomas
feel better fast! Doctors know
veil cascaded to her shoulders. A. Letting.
scratching can disfigure as well
Gladys
from
and
degree
his
Archie
he
and
received
Kevin
She carried a bouquet of white The table bearing the three
as cause dangerous infection.
ea rdenias. Her sister Mrs. tiered wedding cake was beauti- Letcher's Academy. Mr. French and Dr. Edward Reed and
You owe it to your comfort, and
is employ ed by the Department their Cindy and Sandra.
appearance, to let PALMER'S
.Arvis A. Latting attended her full • decorated
•
h
"SKIN
SUCCESS" OINTMENT help
' cloth and caught at the ,of Commerce as illustrator.
as matron of honor and wore a satin
make your life liveable again.
hot pink crepe dress with a corners with greenery and: After a wedding trip to Mon- visit Expo '67 the couple will
over-dress. Clarence!gardenias.
Areal. Canada where they will live in Washington, D.C.
chiffon
Robinson of Washington, D. C., ,
Hostesses at the very fashionwas, best man.
s. Mertis Ewell sang The able reception which was markLord's Prayer at the close of ed with gaie tyand delicious hot
and cold hors d' oeuvres and
the ceremony.
The spacious home of Atty. champagne were Mrs. Elihue
Letting was the ideal place McGhee, Miss Alice Faye Har14 North Alnin Street
••••• emomr••
tor the reception which followed mon, Mrs. Rosetta Miller, Mrs.
Corse. of Core and 11-4aM (Downsiairs) 527-3679
the ceremony. Among the out Albert French Jr., Mrs. Elde14 town guests congratulating ridge Cash, cousin of the bride,
the young couple were Mr. and Miss Anita French, the groom's
—

Youth Group
'Ends Training

society
Merry

Carol Ann Billops Is Bride
Of Donald Blaine French
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'
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NINTAS'TIC PRICE
Human Hair Wig 100 %

Regular
$3995

so

Value

16 7Vaitted eolou

I

24 Colors .. Also Frosted
Full 2 oz.
Styled{ Boxed WIGLETS

WHEN YOUR
SKIN CRIES...

WO,

IthtMlkcSHSt.OP
49 No.Main

Everything you wish!

By Min Claire

by
FLORSHEIM

100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS

$24495

Presents:

"THE FATS SONNY COMBO"
Dining & Dancing

Expert Styling
$300

•Handmade Wigs — $4995
•French Wigs — $5995
•Long Falls — $31195
•Ilair-Lon Fall — sirs
•Wiglets — st15

Open Seven Nights A Weekilll

JAZZ SHOW
Every Sunday Evening
From '5 p.m. to 9 p.m

E
FRE
\Its'Beach VACATION

ASk
ABOUT

We Cater to Private Parties

Call 942-9290
1252 E. McLemore
Nose Lynom. i.flfinger

s20°°
The Highlander

Sizes over 10—
$1.00 Extra

Mail & Phone Orders Filled.
Add .50c Postage,
4% Tenn. Tax.

The softly squared toe Is accented
by artful perforations to provide
• fashion touch. 'The go-heel is
just right for busy days. Fit,

rIRST NATiONAL
WE
HONOR BANKAMERICARO
&WINN/ /// 4

Sixes to 12
AAAA to C

Black, Brown, Red or Green
glove leather.
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fashion, everything you wish.

Men's and Women's Fine Shoes
62 South Main St.

Phone JA 5-2152
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New Politics Parley Rejects Presidential Bid

McDaniels Return From

Negroe
(Continued From Page 6)

Visit To West Coast

date at a special Anti- King and there is no real evidence groes, a constable and two
Rev. and Mrs. J.A. McDaniel where he and Mrs. McDaniel
justices of the peace, won of 1297 S. Parkway east have did some sight-seeing before
and Spock meeting.
that Johnson's Great Society election in
Jefferson County, returned borne after having returning home to Memphis.
Some of the delegates at- will ever get off the ground." four were elected in Clai- visited in several cities along Rev. McDaniel is the execuBy RAYMOND S. McCA.NN
Convention delegates voted in ! The delegates voted in favor tending the meeting said that(
borne, t w o in
Ada ma, the West Coast in recent weeks. tive director of the Memphis
The
Nobel
Prize
winner
won nomination Their first stop was at the Urban League.
the
closet voting of the five-day of passing up the 1968 elections despite his recent statements blamed the lack of action on and Joliff
If the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
in Wilkinson.
'International A i rport-Holiday
King, Dick Gregory or Dr. conference not to run a na- and spending their money on Dr. King was still an integral the high cost of the Viet nam
grass-roots
the
organization
at
Gaines, a tall man with!Inn in Dos Angeles, where they
part of the Establishment and comflict.
Benjamin Spock decide they •tional slate in the 1968 elecspent four days.
level.
would never be able to serious- Despite the vote
a touch of gray around his
want to run as presidential tions.
on the
ly speak for the liberal left. national slate, under the terms temples, said
he
would While there, they visited Mr.
candidates in the 1968 elec- The decision was reached af- Dr. King had said early in
handle requests on a first and Mrs. Frank Johnson at
he
would
oppose
that
the
week
f
the
d,
Dr. King had told the contions they will have to lookter more than eight hours of
served
basis, San Fernando, Calif., about 75
!President Johnson in the 1968
some state organizations may come, first
further than the National Con- hot debate by the nearly 2,000 Ielections, but until late on ference delegates in a speech
regardless of race.
miles north of Los • Angeles.
Thursday night that he under- mount independent presidenference For New Politics toldelegates to the left-wing con1Friday, the Baptist minister
The Johnsong are former
tial
candidates.
stood why many young people
His vote
would
be the members of the
Bethel United
Dr.
Spock
and
get organizational backing.
vention.
.deciding one if the white Presbyterian
church of Mem- A campaign rally for Fred
mentioned as probably candi- were turning away from him. The decision reduced the
,chances that President Johnson r supervisors split evenly °n phis, of which Rev. McDaniel is Davis, candidate for councildates.
y promises of a better
will be faced with a national an issue, but Gaines insists pastor.
man from District Four, in the
Dick Gregory, however, was life for Negroes," he said,,liberal candidate who opposes he will make no "deals" to Rev. and Mrs McDaniel were! Oct. 5 city election, will be
vote with the whites if they reunited with his sister, Mrs. held at the Beulah Baptist
Introduced as a possible cantle •Aad simply not materialized jhis policies in Vietnam.
will vote with him.
Americus Nash, and members church on Monday night, Sept.
Gaines was a farmer, la- ot her family in Pasadena, after 11, at 7:30 p.m.
borer
and
factory
worker not having seen them for many The rally is being sponsored
before winning the election. years.
by the Social Concern CommitHe quit a factory job in Following the reunion of a tee of Beulah Baptist church,
few
days,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
McVickburg to run and feeds his
where Mr. Davis is a member
11 children who still live at Daniel went by train to Oakland of the Deacon Board and a
Calif.,
where
they
visited
their
home from a garden on his
Sunday school teacher.
farm and from free govern- daughter, Mrs. Anne McDaniel
her husband and son
Carnier.
ment food under the cornWhile Mrs. McDaniel remainmodity program.
ed there. Rev. McDaniel jourEven with the $375 per neyed to Portland, Oregon. WICHITA Fe LLS, Tex. month he will receive as a where he attended the annual (UPI) - A bewildered father
supervisor, Gaines still will convention of the National asked the Coanty Probation office to do something about his
be eligible for free commo- Urban League
dities, according to county He returned later to Oakland, son, who he said had stolen
$53 from members of the famiwelfare
of f ic ials.
Gaines
said he probably would need sus. In fact, he has received ily, made off with other youngJulian Bond, Georgia state legislator who was said to be
sters' bicycles and run away
them,
just the opposite
one of the organizers of the New Politics convention, was
from home.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., one of the
convention later decided not to run candion hand at the left wing parley and was instrumental in
So far, he has found no "The owner of a Lorman "Apart from that," the fathmost mentioned names in the New Politics
dates but concentrate on organizing on a
getting the more than 2,000 delegates to reject the naming
adverse reaction from
the. Store congratulated me the er told Chief Probation Officer
cons ention presidential derby very early in
grass roots level. (Daily Defender photo by
white
community
disin
his
of a presidential slate of candidates for the 196s elections.
first morning and said he's Howard Large, "he is a model
the convention refused to seriously consider
John Gunn)
trict, which had 906 Negroes going to work with me to child."
(Daily Defender photo by John Gunn)
the idea. However, the delegates to the
and 260 whites in the 1960 cea- make District Five the best The boy is F years old.

Decides Not To Run Slate Of Candidates

Rally Planned

For Fred Davis

Model Kid

Save The Toads!

Labor Day's Gone; Can
Yule Be Far Behind??

AUSTIN, Tex. - (UPI) The state legislature has done
its duty by the horned toad
on the theory that it is a great
img-catcher ane a fascination
to children. Alter Monday, it
will be illegal to kill or trap
sant of the ugly little creatures
anywhere in Texas.
WASHINGTON - (UPI) - Ideal for the person who likes alogs are not offering electroThe law protecting the toads
Down through the years Labo1 to take his own blood pressure cardiographs suitable for
hang- says "exploitation (of the spiDay has taken on traditions and tune in on heart murmurs. ing on a Christmas tree. But
cies) . . . constitutes a serious
and meanings that stray far Unfortunately, this year's cat- wait till next Labor
Day.
threat of extinction."
afield from its original purpose.
In Presidential election years,
Labor Day traditionally marks
the beginning of the national,
campaign. And every year At
The traffic death toll for short of the expected maximure i hind last year's 636, late figures
traditionally marks the be;the long labor day weekend fell number of deaths and ran ,
- r showed Tuesday.
ginning of the Christmas shopp- :
ing season.
The National Safety Council
POPULATION

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD SlORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Menden null)
MIDTOWN 1620 tv'tADISON

Traffic Toll Lower Than Expected
P.N. PD. F. D. S.T. L. F.

For practical purposes, of 1
course, the Christmas shopping
season begins on the fourth of
July. But the early bird Christmas shopping service, of which
I am sole proprietor, clings to
tradition.
And so with a hearty "Ho,
Ho, Ho," we make our annual
trek through the gift catalogs
that have been piling up all
summer.
In scanning the catalogs, looking for gift suggestions that
might be helpful to my readers,
I have noticed that mail order
houses tend to develop themes.
One year they may featere
gifts on a religious theme. The
next year it may be a smoking
theme. And the next a drinking
theme.
This year they are featuring
gifts on the theme of insecurity
and frustration. Somewhere among them you are almost certain to find the perfect gift for
the neurotic who has everything.
"Do you -hide your phone
Ashamed of the frayed. unsightly cover?" Of course you
are.
Who among us has not cringed when friends dropped in unexpectedly and caught us with
our telephone directories exposed? And who has not tossed
and turned all night wondering
what they must have thought
of us when they saw our unkempt yellow pages?
To avoid such embrassments
you can "glamorize" the phone
book with a "fabulous cover in
washable black leather-texture
plastic." And think of the joy
it will bring on Christmas
morning!
Surely there is someone on
your gift list who is self-conscious about being so short.
And who hesitates to wear high
heels because they are .to
noticable. Particulary on men.
Okay. Gift wrap a pair of
"be taller pads" which" add
two full inches to your height"
whether there will also be
cause they fit inside the shoes.
The catalogs do not explain
room inside the shoes for feet.
inside the shoes for feet. But
leave us not mar the Christmas
season by quibbling.
This brings us to a companion gift set-a syhygmomanometer and a stetho scope.

HELP WANTED
Young lady - Age 21-40 Secretary in downtown office.
Type 60 wpm.
Good shorthand-Legal, Insurance or Real Estate office experience helpful.

Ratner, Thompson,
Sugarmon, Lucas &Willis
525 Commerce Title Bldg.
525-8601
•
11111

NEW YORK
7,993,000

18,5

5.0

3.7

10.0

11.6'

CHICAGO
3,600,000

32.0

25.0

5.0

33.1

20.0

LOS ANGELES
17.0
5.0
2 800JI00
1
PHILADELPHIA
30.0
20.2
2,052,000
DETROIT
4.0
36.0
1 610.000 1
HOUSTON
3.3
1 600,000
IIALTIMORE
42.3
15,0
1 2 5,000
CLEVELAND
35.0
7.0
860,000
WASHINGTON
63.0
20.0
810,000

n.0

DALLAS•
710,000
MILWAUKEE
774,000
SAN FRANCISCO
743,000

20.0
11.9

10.0
NOT

2.5

6 .5

5.0

15.0

30.8

16.0

3.0

30.0

29.0

3.8

28.5

5.0

10.0

51.0

30.0

10.0

33.0

10.0

14.5

78.2

28.7

1.0

20.0

AVIL.

11.2

was cheered by the news, but
said it "certainly doesn't indicate that our nation can walk
'away from this problem.''
A United Press International
,count showed that 553 persons
were killed in traffic between
the start of the holiday at 6 p.m,
Friday and its end at midnight,
Monday local time.
A breakdown of accidental,
deaths showed:
Traffic
553
Drownings
30
Miscellaneous 58
Planes
28
Total
669

California led the nation with
50 traffic deaths. Texas had 44I
and Michigan 42. New York
5.0 !counted 38, North Carolina 23
land Pennsylvania 21.
7.0

Idaho, Rhode Island and Vermont counted no traffic deaths
12.6
4.2
-1
5.0
7.0, early Tuesday.
I "When all the figures are
I in, the total is likely to fall
CHART SHOWS PERCENTAGES
within the range of 560 to 669
This UPI chart lists the nation's 12 targest citiel, their
been estimated,"
that had
estimated 1967 population, the percentage of Negroes in
safety council president Howard
the total population, and the percentage of Negro employPyle said.
ment in four categories, including each city's largest
"But this certainly doesn't
private firm. The notation "-I" means less than one per
indicate that our nation can
cent. In the chart heading, P. N. means per cent Negro:
walk away from this problemP. D. means Police Department; F. D. means Fire Depart: one that kills nearly 60 of
ment; S. T. means school teaching; L. F. means largest our fellow citizens • within 78
firm.
hours."

ROSE DALE

PEACHES

Regular

SCOT TOWELS

Halves or Slices
4Total Limit

29 Oz.

BORDEN'S EAGLE BRAND

CONDENSED flint
MILK
14
Caonz
HY GRADE
NEW FORMULA

ARMOUR

VIENNA SAUSAGE

AJAX
24
Limit
9
51
Oz.
Pkg.

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

MUSSELMAN

APPLESAUCE
2 Limit
25oz.

KNIFE & FORK

25

POTATOES
small-whole-white

FRED MONTESI

NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUNDAY
LADIES

FRIII

Tues. Night

MAYONNAISE
2Limit

qt. U

Saturday
Matinee

DOG
'RACING
SEASON
CLOSES

5

15oz.
Cans

FRED M

MAXWELL HOUSE
CHASE & SANBORN
FOLGER'S- MARYLAND CLUB
OR FRED MONIES!

COFFEE
WITH COUPON

Maxwell House- Chase & Sanborn,,
Folger,s- Maryland Club lb. can 9'
or tred Montesi lb. can 1'
or 6O off any luoz. or larger Instant Coif's)
With coupon and 15.00 additional purchase, •scludine
value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •scluded in compliance with . state low).
One coupon per :am i I y. Coupon •sp fres Mednesday,,

Noon, Saptentlrer 13.

OCTOBER .51h
POST
TIME
8 P.M.

Air-Conditioned
Level
SORRY, NO MINORS

SOUTHLAIIID

interstate 55
west memphis, arkansas

HEINZ

BAR B 0 SAUCE

29

FRED MONTESI
All Vegetable
OLEO
Yellow Qtrs
Lb 15
°

SA
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Sports Horizon

Alumni In
Triennial

holes for the backs to penetrate
tor sizeable gains. Brown is
When the Philadelphia Eagles
INSTITUTE,
an all-pro at tackle and after l TUSKEGEE
pitched camp back in tuly at ; the head knocking with thei Ala. — An assistant secretheir Hershey, Pa. site fans Bears here thousands of Mid- tary in the U. S. Department
were startled at some of the South fans will probably non of Health, Education and
comments made by head coach their heads in approval.
Welfare, Dr. Edward W.
Joe Kuharich about his star George Hales, Papa Bear of Brice, has
been
elected
halfback Timmy Brown. Kuha-' a team that has weathered 47 President o f t he
10,000
rich had been telling matter of seasons of NFL play, is hope- member Tuskegee Institute
factly to anyone who asked, ful that his Bears have
caught National Alumni Association.
and some who didn't that fire just in time to lauch
The alumni association's
a
Brown wasn't expected to play successful campaign which of- outgoing president, Daniel
this year, and that the Eagles ficially gets underway Sept. 17. W. Andrews, was named
could get along without him. Chicago is 1-3 for the exhibition president emeritus of
For a coach to show so little season. However, the lone vic- the national alumni body.
concern about the best offen- tor was a 42-14 smashing of the Andrews, a North Carolina
sive back in the club's 'history St. Louis Cardinals last week. businessman who was preof the
I one would think he might be on The triumph was even more sident
national
a psychedelic trip to never,1 significant because the Big Red alumni body for 12 years,
never land or he has come up came into the game with the will also serve as chairman
with a secret formula for cre- Bears defense with sparkl- of the National Executive
ating instant stars. There is dumping the previously unde- Board of the alumni association.
nothing to substantiate whether feated Baltimore Colts.
The action took place at the
any of the analys-is above is The Bears are noted for their
Eighth Trianrial Convention
accurate. On the other hand the rugged defensive play. Led
by '
expected crowd of over 40.000, all-Pro linebacker Dick Butkus of the Tuskegee National
;
Alumni
which is expected to see Phila- the Chicagoans can
Association
which
inflict i
delphia battle 't'ie
Chicago punishment a few degrees short convneed in New York reBears in Memorial Stadium of the wholesale slaughter at cently.
ror. Brice, assistant to the
tonight (Saturday), can draw it the Windy City stockyards.
assistant secreta ry of
own conclusions.
Rookie Lloyd Philips of ArkanHealth,
Educa tion
Brown, holding the National sas has bolstered the
and
tough
Football League record for totall Bears defense with some spark] Welfare, called for improved
offense in a season and last ing play at tackle during pre- communication
between
year joined the exclusive 10,000- season games. The heir appar- alumni chapters and more
yard club, will agai nbe cast in ent to Jim Brown's rushing title "grassroots interest" in naa starring role. The best posse'is the fantastic Gayle Sayers. tional alumni affairs.
The new National Alumni
ble explanation that can be The Kansas graduate is the
given for the aloof stand that Bears' biggest offensive threat, President has been a colKuharich took about his 205 capable of going tne distance lege president, dean and
pound star from Ball State who from any spot on the field at professor Dr. Brice has also
served as a public affairs
became first player in league 1 any given time.
history to return two kickoffs Andy Livingston, out for the officer and attache at the
Embas sy
in
for touchdowns in one game,.season after being injured here American
as c hief
is the expected development of last year in the original exhibi- Liberia, and
many -of the young stars!tion clash with the Eagles, is educational advisor to the
on the 1966 squad which went; healthy and this takes some Governments of Liberia and
9-5, good for a second place tie of the pressure off Sayers. Nepal and Asia.
with the Cleveland Browns in The big question mark in the. The conventiondelegates
re-elected
Na th a niel S.
the Eastern Division.
Chicago offense is the quarterI saw the Eagles in their first bark position where Halas will, Colley, a prominent Califorexhibition game against Cleve- have pick from veteran Rudy nia attorney, first vice presiVaughn, a
land in the Hall. of Fame Bukich, John Concannon and' dent; Conrad
Game in Canton, Ohio. The Larry Rakestraw. Rakestraw' Detroit businessman, second
president;
and
Dr.
Birds paraded an awesome was at the controls in the de- vice
offenshe attack against the cisive win over the Cardinals Henry Hunter. a Cleveland
Browns which was to be the and this performance may have dentist and realtor, third
beginning of five straight ex- earned him the starting posi- vice president.
In other action at the
hibition victories. The
con- tion when the Bears strut out
convention,
alumni voted to
quest was posted last Saturday, on the Memorial turf tonight
a 24-13 decision over the New in an attempt ta atone for last accept a "major supporting
role" in the Institute's Chapel
York Giants. Brown played year's licking here.
sparingly as bruising running Perhaps the Eagles' Kuharich Memorial Fund Campaign.
The chapel campaign is part
backs. Israel Lang, ex-Tennes- really had a dream, an Eastern
of the larger National Fund
see A&I star, Tom Woodeshick, Division title for the City of
for
Tuskegee
Institute
and flashy Nebraska rookie Brotherly Love.
(NFTI), a
1 0 -year, $40
Harry Wilson, blasted through
million fund raising camthe Cleveland line repeatedly.
paigu.
r e g ular
quarterback Tab Arnie, Jack
With
A
f i ye-member
alumni
Norm Snead doing a short hitch
steering committee is exin the National Guard, King New York — Arnold Palmer
pected
to
convene
soon
Hill, the veteran second stringe and Jack Nicklaus were selecte
and
map plans for the
did a capable job. Snead guided to represent the United States
chapel fund campaign. The
the Eagles over the Giants last in the 1967 World Cup and
$1.5 million chapel is already
week and is expected to be International Trop hy
golf under construction
on the
barking signals when the Eagle matches to be played Nov.
Tuskegee campus.
wrestled the ball from the 9-12 at the Club De Golf
Bears Saturdays.
Mexicago City.
GREAT PATHFINDER
, Palmer will be making his'
It is no secret that
at Philly can sixth appearance for the U.S.,
present some real problems for which will be one of the 38 Electric
scissors
feature,
opposing defenses when big Bob nations represented in the simple fingertip speed control
Brown draws the assignment to competition. He is unbeaten in and cuts with professional acclear a path for Eagle ball World Cup play, winning twice curacy through all types of
luggers. The 6-4 295 premier with Sam Snead and three time material. the • manufacturer reblocker usually leaves gappingl with Nicklaus.
ports.
EAGLES-BEARS CLASH

What's New?

NBA Commissioner Bars
Ex-Seattle Cage Star

%
1 .
110100%01.14101%."11#1111111°1111.11111.11.1
114101%.
"
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A&T University listed 326 students on the Dean's List.
Topping them all was senior Carlye Williams, industrial
arts major from Wilmington, N. C.
The University also announced that grants totaling
$365,383 has been awarded the school by the U. S. Dept of
Health, Education and Welfare.
• •
•
The choirs of four member colleges of the United Negro
College Fund will be featured on the September broadcasts
on ABC's "Negro College Choirs."
• • •
Hampton Institute recently held its second Alumni
Institute which was heralded as a new dimension in Hampton's program. Visiting alumni spent a week on campus engaged ini siminar-type program of directed study.
•

•

•

Summer commencement exercises at Central State
University found 135 graduates receiving bachelors and
masters degrees.
•

•

•

Dr. George W. Gore, president of FAMU, was
commencement speaker at Bethune-Cookman College
told the 63rd summer graduation class that, -Life is
a giant Goliath and you'll have to be prepared with
necessary stones to fight it."

the
and
like
the

•

Dr. Nathaniel Tillman, Jr. has been named Acting
Academic Dean at Delaware State College, announced Dr.
Luna I. Mishoe. He succeeds Dr. Romeo Henderson who is
now the Academic Dean of Cheyney College, Cheyney, Pa.
• • •
With a projected enrollment of 500 students, swelled
by a first year class of some 550 freshmen, Albany State
College officials are seeking to relieve the acute housing
shortage anticipated. Persons interested in providing offcampus housing facilities for male or female students at
Albany State are being asked to contact the offices of
the Associate Deans, Mrs. Mamie B. Reese and Sanford
B. McKenzie, no later than Sept. 5th
•

•

Wilton C. Scott, director of public relations at Savannah
State College, is attending a Community Development
Workshop at the University of Georgia Center.
• • •
Degrees were conferred on 202 Texas Southern University graduates. Billy Joe Turner graduated magna cum
laude in English; Donald Ray Odom, magna cum laude
in accounting; David Lee Webb, magna cum laude in
French.
Three interns in the special summer Student Intern
Project Virginia Union University, held a "Girl Friday"
session at Eastminister Center in Richmond's West End.
Subject was office Decorum with lectures en "Telephone
'Usage," "Treatment of office callers," "Office impression."
•

•

*

Leroy C. Weaver, art professor at Prairie View A&M
College, won a second place award for excellence for his
entry in the Fourth Annual Religious Fine Arts Festival
held in Austin, Texas.
• • •
Two 1967 graduates of Florida A. and M. University have
been awarded renewable fellowships by the Consortium
for Graduate Study in Business for Negroes. Sterling H.
Schoen, director of the Consortium, announced that Robert
Sumbry and David N. Addison would receive $7500 per
year for two years of graduate study.
• • •
Classes will begin Sept. lith at Alabama A&M College.

camp.
to have him join the Sonics'
However, his
"s econ dlfront office staff.
chance" was thwarted when
camp
Kennedy's ruling was hand-r The Sonics training
open with
ed down after a two-month was scheduled to
Williams regarded as having
investigation.
a chance to be among the
new
the
"Naturally, everyone in our rookies
m a king
disappointed NBA team.
organization
is
for Charlie; said Sonics gen1
oott,
Williams was dismissed from eral manager Don Richman, Although only 6-1
prolific
a
been
has
Williams
the Seattle U. squad and ex- "but in all honesty I must
were
pelled from school in 1965 concur with the commissions.' scorer and observers
his defenwith
when his name came up follow- who conducted a two-month impressed
pre-season
in
ability
ing the arrest of two men investigation of the entire sive
accused of offering a bribe matter and found that Char- drills with the pros.
in connection with a Seattle lie, though a young man of Williams said he had not
game.
is
character,
had decided
outstanding
what he
yet
whin
violation
committed
a
do.
going
to
In notifying the Sonics of
ineligible .for
him
his decision, Kennedy quoted makes
"I told Richman I'd let hen
NBA."
in
the
play
states
which
a league rule
know in a few days whether
that "No player that has Richman
he I'll take the front office
that
added
any feels it is unfortunate that
by
s u s pended
been
job," Williams said.
academic institution for othar a person "of Charlie's charHe said he had known
than scholastic reasons shall acter
involved, howwas
June that his consince
play.
for
eligible"
be
ever, innocently, in a situation tract with the Sonics had
Williams was never con- that would deprive him of an
the league
victed of any violations and opportunity to continue his to be approved by
commissioner.
favorite
local
has been a
playing career."
"Don told me it had to
in amateur basketball here.
t hat if be approved by commissioner
said
Richman
He worked out in Spring
when I
to Walter K e n nedy
choose
would
drills with the Sonics and wet Williams
said.
,he
June,"
in
signed
pleased
to report to their training do so, he would be
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI) —
National Basketball Associa
tion
c o m misaioner
Walter
Kennedy ruled that the Seattle
Sonics of the NBA cannot
Charlie
sign
Williams
because of the former Seattie
connection
University star's
with a point shaving scandal.

Army Deserter Criticizes
U.S. Role In Vietnam
His kr ide, a 20-yearold German girl named Gabriel
be, came from Nuremberg to
be with him. He has recently
been employed as a dance instructor, but says this is only
temporary while he is becoming a playwrite.

He said he thought the war
morally wrong and "Vietnamese
people are being treated by
Americans like the Negroes in
America."

government
Swedisr.
The
granted him a "Nansen Passport," an alien passport distnbleed to statetess people under
a decision of the League of
Nations in 1922.

Jones said that he knows he Jones said that he still feels
will be severely punished if unsafe. He said he feels that
he ever returns to the United he may be killed or kidnaped.
States.
"It is easy tc kidnap a per"If the United States formally son by forcing him into a car
declares war against North and present forged papers at
Vietnam, I can even be sen- an airport," he said.
tenced to death," he said.
According to Jones, he was
Jones was a private stationed -Aped in Ms defection by a
at the U.S. Army base in underground mavement. The
Fuerth, near Nuremberg, identified one of the people
Germany. He said he was an who helped him as Miss Eva
-intelligence specialist" and Almgren, 26, a lecturer in
was drafted in February 1966. sociology and President of the

•

FINAL GAME

of Pre-Season Series

Regular NFL Season starts Sept. 17
Both teams need this one ... so
watch the PROS while the Chips are Down!

11-:3"inWampfire

"It is a question of self
preservation for the Negro to
refuse to fight in the war in
Vietnam," he said.
"It is also a question of self
preservation
when I state
that I would support the United
States in any other war or in a
war where our continent was
threatened.
"The war in Vietnam is
bound to be escalated as the
Americans are losing more
and more ground as recently
reported. I think the war in
Vietnam is wrong.
"The Communists would accomplish more than the American Democracy if they were
left in peace," he said.
Jones said that he would like
to see his father and mother.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

MADISON CADILLAC

By BILL BFRO

Enjoying that fishing more...
TAKE ALONG A SEAT CUSH—
ION FOR YOUR KOAT. SOME
ARE A150 GOOD UFE SAVERS.

Pacifist Sturlent Association.
Jones said that he was not
a pacifist, generally speaking,
and would defend the United
States in any other war but
the one in Vietnam.

STOCKHOL al (UPI) — Ras
Jones III, 21, Negro from Detroit, Mich., stood with his
arm around his blonde bride
Wednesday and said he deserted from the U.S. Army because
he was being sent to fight in
Vietnam.

BAIL OUT YOUR BOAT OCCA—
SIONALLY, FOR WATER WILL
SEEP IN.

SATURDAY

SEPT. 9th

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE-

526-8207
327-8451

Standard of the-World

8:00 P.M.
Both team Rosters will be cut
to the best . and they'll be running
at.'FULL SPEED!!

STAY OUT OF ROUGH CURRENTS. YOUR BOAT WILL
SWIRL AROUND,TANGLING
YOUR LINES. ANCHOR OFF
THE SIDE OF THE CURRENT.

THE POWERFUL

4

WHEN TROLLING, AND YOUR
LINE GETS CAUGHT, STOP
THE BOAT AND BACK UP
PAST THE OBSTRUCTION.
YOUR LINE SHOULD COME
LOOSE.

CHICAGO

.,

ct
4

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

BEARS
CHALLENGE UNDEFEATED

PHILADELPHIA

it

fie
'4

EAGLES!.
'SPECIAL
North & South S•ction
SEATS
ADULTS
$4
STUDENTS
11 & wider ..... SI

MEMPHIS
MEMORIAL
STADIUM

Good Reserved Seats still available at ......$6
BankAmericards accepted at Stadium

STADIUM BOX OFFICE
Open 9 to 4:30 Mon. thru Sat.
OPEN 'TIL 8 P.M. THURS. & FRI. NITES
GOLDSMITH'S CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
Open 10 a.m. 'til 4 p.m. This Mon.-Fri.

ENJOY THESE
EXCITING PREVIEWS
ON T.V.
TONIGHT
SEARS at 6.30 en WK.::
LION. NIGHT
EAGLES at flO on WREC
FU. NIGHT
EAGLES at 7:30 on WhIC

Allen Claims Marichal
'Better Than Koufax'
NEW YORK. Aug. 17—"Even

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

"In a tough spot, Marichal

when Koufax was around, I will throw me a fastball ar a
thought Marichal was t h e slider, sidearm. Koufax always

best," says Philadelphia Phillie came with that blazer.
slugger Richie Allen in an arti- "Let me give you an illuscle in the current issue of tration," continues Allen. "With
SPORT MAGAZINE.
Koufax, if he had a tare -nothAllen, in comparing fJrmer ing count on you, men on
Los Angeles Dodger pitcher first and third, he'd say, 'Okay,
Sandy
Koufax
with
San hit this.' And then he'd blaze
Francisco Giant hurler Juan it in there. He'd challeuga you
Marichal. puts it this way.
a bit more with his fasthall.
"Koufax was a thrower— But Marichal can't do that.
Marichal is a pitcher. With He's got to pitch to you, and
Koufax, if he had a three-and- that's what makes him the
0 count on you, you looked best. He can get you oet on
for smoke. With Mar vela), several different pitches," conhe's got five pitches and he cludes Allen in the SPORT
can bring them all in.

HARDTOP SEDAN BE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC
OVER $O CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
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Suggests U.S. Convict Killers, For A Change
Killers Win
Freedom To
Kill Again
By ALFRED B. LEWIS
(National Treasurer NAACP)
GREENWICH, C o n n. —
One of the civil rights
bills introduced in the Senate this year would make
it
a
Federal crime
to
assault or kill civil rights
workers or Negroes trying
to
exercise
their
rights.
The evidence shows that
the bill is needed.
For there is a long record
of killing and
attempted
killing of civil rights workers,
in
certain
sections
of the South, with nothing
being done in the state
courts to those who did
the killing. In fact, in parts
of the country it is apparently safer to shoot Negroes
trying
to
exercise
their
rights than it is to shoot
wild game out of season,
so far as the state courts
are concerned.
Harry Moore, the state
organizer of the NAACP in
Florida, and his wife were
lynched on Christmas Eve
in 1951 as
a Christmas
present to the NAACP in that
state. He had been active in
getting
Negroes to
vote,
and in trying to gain equal
pay for Negro and white
teachers
when they
had
equal pay for Negeo and
white teachers ehen they
qualifications. To be sure
the climate of opinion in
Florida is very different
now.
Negroes were not scared
away from voting by this
lynching, so that the NAACP
has been able to multiply
Negro
r e g istered
voters
in Florida by more than ten
times since his death; and
lynching is bad for the
tourist business. But those
guilty of the crime are
still
1 a u ghing
up their
sleeves at the state authorities in Flordia, for nothing
was ever done to the lynchers.
In early June of 1963, I
went with Medgar Evers,
the state organizer of the
NAACP in Mississippi. to
put a wreath on the grave
of Rev. George Lee, who
had been the President of
the Belzoni, Miss., branch
of the NAACP.
He had been ie dered by
the White Citizens Council
to stop getting Negroes registered to vote, and to
take his own name off the
voters' list. Ha
refused
Two days later ea May 7,
1955, he was shot and kited
on one of the main streets
of
Belzoni,
in
daylight.
ever
happened
Nothing
to his killers. Th e same
year that Re:. Lee was
killed. Lamar Smith, an
NAACP leader 'n Brookhaven. Miss., was shot at
noon on the court house
steps. Nothing was done to

REV. JAMES J. REEB
19-65, Selma, Ala.

HARRY T. MOORE
1245-51, Mims, Fla.

•
• r

NIEUGAR
6-12-63,

Chicago, by the NAACP and
is making a living. Nothing
ever happened to those who
tried to kill him.
A week I-Her I was with
Medgar Evers on .1:ow 12,
1963, he was assassinated.
found he fingerThe
prints of a Vhite Citizens
Council member from Greennamed
wood, 11114 •
with, on the gun use I to
kill him, but the sot!.
Miss., coto.1 not convict the
man whose iingerprin•s were
, found on the murder gun.
In Binn:ui..ham, Ala
1 Sept. 15, 19W, the Si.teetith

St. Baptist Church which ,until August 7. It is known
lad bee a used for civil who did the job, for somemeetings, was one pointed out to the F.B.I.
ghts
bomed. Four colored girls where they were buried and
Cynthia
W e stley,
Durii8C
they .could not have been
McNair
Carol
Robertson, found otherwise. It is a safe
and
Addie Collins, were bet than those who did the kilbombed to death while at- ling did not hire undertakers
tending Sunday
s cnool to bury them, but buried
in the chutria. The mother them
secretly
themselves
of one of them lost her in the dam of a newly' made
mind as a result. Na one pond. S0 w hoever
saw
was ever ar ested f 7 the the burying or took part
killings.
in it saw and knew the
day
two lynchers. But no effort was
That same
Negro boys .ere sm., by a ever made to indict them
couple of whitts. One of them, in the state court.
Virgil Ware was killed. The
They have been indicted inwhites wod did the killings the Federal court on the
were arrested, trie 1 and
charge of conspiring to deconvicted. 1 he state court prive
victims
of
t h e ir
judge s:-.intanced their.. for their civil rights — namely
a deliberi! killing, to seven their right to live . But
months in jail, and they did conviction
depends on
a
not serve that ridiculous confession. As an experience
sentence. Ha put 'nem on with the killers of Lt. Col.
probation. He said they came Lemuel P e n n, described
from good families.
hereafter shows, this may
Apparently those who did prove to be unreliable.
Ala.,
Rev.
In
Selma,
the bombing and killing in
Birmingham
felt saf e, James Reel), a white Unitaraccurately as it turned out, ian miniister from Boston
in doing ---SO-because in that was clubbed to death on
city over a few previouss March 9. 1965, while he was
years, sixteen Negro homes in town to take part in
and businesses had been civil rights activity there
bombed. And of course no connected with trying to get
one was ever indicted for Negroes enrolled as voters.
Those who were charged
these crimes.
Miss., with killing him were acquitIn
P h iladelphia,
on or about June 21, 1964, ted.
Jimmy Lee Jackson was
Mickey Schwerner, Andrew
Goodman, and James Cha- shot on Feb. 14th in Marion.
ney, were lynched and their Ala., while trying to protect
not found his. mother from being beaten
bodies
w e re

by an Ala. state trooper
when state troopers broke up
a voters' registration rally
in Marion. He died Feb.
26th of his wounds. The Ala.
State
trooper
of
course
was indicted.
Outside of Athens, Georgia,
on the night of July 11, 1964,
Lt. Col. Lemuel Penn, a
Negro reserve officer from
Washington, w a s
gunned
down by persons supposed
to 'be
members of the
K.K.K . while returning by
car with some companions
from maneuvers in Louisiana
to his home in Washington.
One of the killers confessed,
but evidently some members of the K.K.K. visited
his family while he was
In jail and told the family
what
might
happen
to
them if he stood by his confession. So he repudiated his
confession at the trial and
the only one of the killers
who was tried was acquitted.
In the little
town of
Haynesville, Ala., between
Montgomery.
Selma
and
Mrs. Liuzzo, who had participated in the March on
Montgomery, was bringing
home one of the participants,
a young Negro named Leroy Moton, was shot and
killed on March 25, 1965, by
some men who had been
trailing her because she
was riding with a Negro.
She was the wife of a trade
union leader in Detroit. One

WON"
WHERE
TO FIND

EVERS
Miss.

You Can Depend%

. . o buyer for your
car, or a sowing Iwochino to buy, or somecons to dean your
home? hut rood and
us* our ...

Classifieds
Mckson 6-8397

On Us For The
Best Car Care!

CAR CARE CENTER

*OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 9

Tune Up - Special
SOUTHGATE CAR CARE ENTER

LAMAR SMITH
4-14.55, Brookhaven,

j.

his killers.
Gus Curt.. anotner
NAACP leader in Mississippi who had been getting
Negroes to enroll as voters.
was shot but only wounded.
It was reported that the
sheriff was waiting at the
hospital for him evident!.'
to finish the job by shooting
him "while attempting to
escape." in case the wo.ild
be killers did not end his
life, but his friends instead
drove him to the hospita. in
the All-Negro town of Mound
Bayou, where he recovered.
But he felt he had to leave
the state for sake of his
health and has been set up
in
a
little
business
in

Political Advertising

Charlotte, were bombed.
Luckily no one was killed
although the houses were
- badly damaged. The
bomb shattered the window
of the room in which Kelly
Alexander's two sons were
sleeping and drove fragments of glass like spears
into the wall opposite the
sleeping and drove fragments of glass like spears
into the wall opposite the
window.
boys
Luckily, th e two
were sleeping
under the
window, so that the broken
slivers of
window
glass.
driven
across this room
by the bomb explosion, passed
over their hr ads. If they
had been sleeping on beds
at the opposite wall of the
room they would have been
killed.
On Jan. 10, 1966, Kernon
Dahmer, the head of the
NAACP branch in Hattiesburg, Miss., who was active
in getting Negroes to enroll
as voters, was firebombed
to death. His wife and daughter who were with him in the
house were badly burned
and had to be hospitalized,
but were not killed. Besides
the crime of registering
Negroes to vote, Mr. Dahmer.
w a s an "uppity Nigger"
in the opinion of many whites
because he had a good
business and a good home.
in

of those who was in the
murder car, Gary Thomas
Rose, was an agent of the
F. B. I., who had succeeded
in gaining membership the Klan. He gave evidence
at the trial and pinned the
shooting on Collie Leroy
Wilkins, Jr. But the defense
counsel waved Mrs. Lium's
membership card in the
NAACP at the jury, and
the jury at the first trial
failed to convict and at the
second trial acquitted him
Later the same man was
tried in the Federal court
at Montgomery, Ala. for
co- spirine to deprive Mrs.
Liuzzo of her civil rightsi.
her right to live. Somewhat to the surprise of those
who
follow
these
cases,
the killer this time was
convicted and sentenced to
seven years in jail. A Negro
who killed a white woman of
have
been
course
would
sentenced to death in the
state court, if not lynched.
'1'Neal Moore. a Negro
deputy sheriff of Bogalusa,
La., was killed by night riders On June 2,-1965. The white
supremacists did not want
any Negroes amone the law
enforcing officials. No arrests
were made.
Late in Nov. 1965, the
homes of Kelly Alexander
the head of the No. CaroConference of
state
lina
NAACP branches, and his
brother, who had just been
elected to the city council
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1890S. THIRD ST. AT BELZ

ACROSS FROM SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

PHONE 948-6419

MOTOR TUNE-UP
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WILLIS
FOR
SIX. CYL:NDE

MAYOR

PHONE 948-0410

SHOCK

ABSORBERS

E:GHT r",'LNDER

WE WILL FURNISH AND OUR SKILLED TECHNICIANS WILL INSTALL NEW SPARK PLUGS, POINTS, CONDENSER, ROTOR, AND

REG.
1125

THEY WILL ALSO, USING ADVANCED ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT:

Volunteers For A. W. Willis for MAYOR

Test Charging Circuit

Adjust Carburetor

would appreciate your vote, your support, and any help you might give. My

Check PCV Valve

Clean Oil Breather Cap

campaign needs financial aid in any amount($1.00up)so that Jmoy get my v/ews

Check Distributor

Set Timing

Clean and Test Battery

Set Point Dwell

Check Conwression

Check All Belts

DEAR FELLOW CITIZEN:

and platform before you, the public.
A. W. WILLIS, JR.
I volunteer to work
For the candidacy of
A. W. Willis for Mayor
in the following
capacity:

Nan.
Address
Precinct

Ward

Otte

Phone
Signature

:71

Distribute literature
in my block

[7

Work on she
telephone committee
Typing

Detach and Mail to
WILLIS for MAYOR Headquarters
King Cation Hotel

Give Coke Party
Any way I can

Phone 525-7266
Memphis, Tennessee, 3E26

El Make contribution
of
to the campaign

Pekal few by A. k4ACE0 WALKS. Campaign Committee, T. W. Newthczois, 1. W

wait.

95
INSTAL! ED

Check Hi-Tension Wiring

ONLY

EACH

(Additional Parts If Needed, Extra)

HUMBLE GUARANTEES
ALL WORK IN WRITING
Use Esso Credit Card...
or Ci,arge-All

Instant Credit . . .
BankAmericard ...

WOHNOZOOMEEMO
"Humble ON &Reining Company guarantees
mechanical repair work performed CA )1,
1.1f Car
as described an the front ol this form for a
period of 90 days or 4.000 ?mks, wh.cheyer
occurs first. but in no event for an amount ,n
eecess of the cider or charges made for such
work. Humble shati not be I.able for special or
consequential damages: damage due to writful
abuse or neglect; damage or destruction by fire,
vi•ecks, explm,on, or theft; Or failure of Ports
other than 'nosy metalled on this order. Mrs
guarantee will be honored only at the Car Care
Center where the original work was performed."
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Trenton News Howard's Psychiatric
The funeral of Mr. Columbus
Stewart VMS 'held last Sunday
at Sharron, Tenn.
Mrs. Tera Wright was confined to her bed in Gibson
General hospital. Mrs, Ruth
By HOWARD L• WOODS
Delapp is also a patient there
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Mrs. Lillian Wade has reSENGSTACKE PUBLICATION
turned home from a visit to
Chicago, where she visited her
WASHINGTON—The issue of
children,
grandchildren
and psychiatric
training
at
the
brought two of the grand nation's most prestigious Nechildren, Carol Elder and Re- gro dominated university is
gina Bell, back with her.
iir.der attack by the National
Mrs. Callie Brown of Mil- Medical Association and could
waukee spent several weeks in ultimately lead to more exthe city visiting her aiste:, plosions on the campus among
Mrs. Nora Ellis, and other faculty and staff.
relatives and friends.
The '.ssue, significantly, is
Mrs. Ellie Woodson of In- purely race.
dianapolis, Miss Elizabeth WilIt centers around the pres
son of St. Louis, Mo., and ence on the staff of a white
. -Tom Lawrence of Ben- member, who, according to
ton Harbor, Mich., are visiting sources, swings "considerabie
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. influence" on the program and
Perry Williams and daughter, training of young Negro inMrs. Bertha Barham.
ternes in the Neuropsychiatry
Mrs. Ganaway of Detroi is department at Howard Univisiting in the home of her versity.
daughter, Mrs. Will C. Harris.
The issue, which was raisod
Mattie early last month at the NMA
Mrs.
of
Relatives
Bryant are visiting here th.s convention in St. Louis, is
week from Chicago.
scheduled to come to a head
Robert Bryant left last week sometime this
month in a
for a brief trip to St. Louis. meeting on the Howard camMiss Beatrice Johnson was pus.
here from Cleveland for seveThe concern arises from what
ral days at the bedside of her many Negro physicians feel is
mother.
an "alarming national trend"
to have the two former Negra
medical schools dominated by
whites. While only the Howard
matter was formerly brought
to the NMA last month, there
was considerable corridor disMeharry
regarding
cussion
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. —
Medical College, parli.sularly
Committee
N a tonal
The
its school of dentistry at Nashin ville.
Participation
Equal
for
matter
was
Howard
The
at
convene
will
Business
placed before the convention
the Ambassador Hotel. Sept
by a group of practicing D.C.
15.
psychiatrists under the leadG.
Dr. William
of
More than two hundred ership
Tompkins. Dr. Tompkins was
business
nation's
the
of
elected chairman of the NMA
leaders are expected to par-

Training Under Fire

class at Tennessee
ALI
State university in Nashville recently were these
six. From left are Miss

Eloise
V. Silmon, Emmitt McChriston, Jr., Mrs.
Lucille
Boston
Leggett,
Mrs. Dixie Mae Jordan,

Mrs. Willie Mae
Wilburn Smith,
Leggett received
ter of education

I

Davis and
Jr. Mrs.
the masdegree.

NBL To Meet In

243 Receive Degrees
At TSU Commencement
NASHVILLE —
created

by

The Times and the classes on

Time and

atti- The Times."
tudes," Mrs. Cathryn Johnson, "Attitudes are created by a
man's actions. They are creatwidow of a State Department
ed by those who live and use
243-member
aide,
told
the
the hours and minutes whica
graduating class at Tennessee measure
the
time
of
our
State University here Sunday, existence," she pointed out.
There is a natural tendency
August 20.
The summer commencement of time to seek balance. Cur:
were rent events, she emphasized,
classes
baccalaureate
the are part of that tendency—
receiving
up
of
80
made
now
master's degree and 163 re- swinging now one way,
a
clock
just
as
ceiving the bachelor's degree, another—
seeing
swings in
with three AFROTC cadets re- pendulum
ceiving commission as Second balance.
"And," she said, -just as
Lieutenant in the U.S. Air
aspects of the KKK (Ku
some
Force Reserve.
work, cerPresident W. S. Davis con- Klux Klan) cannot
of Black Power
aspects
tain
Col.
Lt.
degrees.
the
ferred
work.."
Hannibal M. Cox, Jr., USAF, cannot
continued,
Professor of Aerospace Studies, "In the end," she
accomplisnand
"achievement
to
the
oath
the
administered
ment determine the measure
cadets.
is a
Mrs. Johnson. a graduate of of the man . . . A man
perseveres.
A
he
because
man
the
the school, is the widow of
because he aplate Ras Johnson, an alumnus, man is a man
is a man
who was chief of the Africa plies himself. A man
because
produces;
he
because
(Education)
Europe Division
because
under the U.S State Department he gets the job done;
better . . .
and was stationed at Laos at he does it well .
. . Please, God, once
the time of his death. She ad- best
man bedressed the hundreds of parents again, let him be a
character."
has
he
cause
graduates
the
of
and friends
are

Atlantic City

man's

the organization, in its assistance to the needy in the
and
the county
city
and
seeks more funds to support
it. Mr. Vescovo is a aandi•
councilman
at
date
for
large for District 1.

HELP FOR KNIGHTS—
Paul
J.
Vescovo, for
the
past 10 years has come to
of
the
the
financial
aid
Mallory Knights Charitable
Organization, is seen here
presenting a check to Harry
L. Strong, right, director of
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... and only WHIRLPOOL has 'COMFORT GUARD!'

There are 34 RCA WHIRLPOOL air conditioners ... which is best for you?
HERE ARE JUST A FEW ACE SPECIALS...
9,500 BTU

1899
'

Model APM095-3

;. RCA AIR.
CONDITIONER
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NO MONEY DOWN!NO PAYMENT'TIL SEPTEMBER!
WHY WORRY? LET US

WIRIN
ORDER BY' PHONE
FOR QUICK
DEUVERY!
PLENTY OP FREE PARKIN*

The committee is expect.
ed to provide broad comsupport
for
the
munity
p r o gram
called
training
The
"Project
Outi each."
program runs for 12 months
and requires NBL to coeducational
ordinate
local
provide
the
resources
to
exper ience.
It
training
is expected further to produce 40 trainees who will
of
holding
c a p able
be
management training jobs,
240 trainees who will open
new businesses on a sound
basis and 500 self-employed
activities
whose
business
measurable imwill show
provement.
The progrsm will operate
in 12 cities under federal
G.
subsidy, but Berkeley
of the
Burrell, President
67 year old predominantly
Negro NBL, states tha t his
organization
will
seek
to
activate it in all of the
NBL Chapters around the
securing
local
nation
by
financial support.

Honesty Didn't Pay
REDWOOD CITY, Calif (UPI
— Charles M. Taylor, who
had been jailed on a traffic
charge, told police there must
be some mistake because he
was released on bail by someone he never knew.
A quick check showed there
was a mistake. The bail money
was intended for Roy Taylor,
who was also serving time on
a traffic charge.
Police released Roy Taylor,
commended Charles Taylor for
his honesty—and returned him
to his jail cell.

Cast Of Thousands
LONDON — (UPI) — Thousands of pigs will star in a new
Corp.
British
B r oadcasting
television series designed to
help farmers. But for the porkers there will be no happy ending.
In the final episode,
appear as bacon and
chops.
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The NMA committee oas expressed "grave concern" about
the psychiatric training program at Howard. It would appear, Dr. Tompkins has said,
that the advancement of ideas
and the formulation af psychiatric thought processes are
virtually under the control of
non-Negro psychiatrists.
The trend seems to have
the totality of Negro life "defined by persons who lack the
reservoir of intellectual and
received decultural
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ing
a workshop on "The Negro's
Self Image," conducted by the
Neurology-Psychiatry
Section,
it was declared that a form of
self-hatred
by
the
Negro
brought about by years of
oppression of spirit was a contributing factor in the city riots.
This action on the part of the
psychiatric committee is in
line with the new militancy of
the NMA which surfaced at the
convention and seems to be
the new NMA mood.
The September meeting at
Howard, Sengstacke Newspapers were told, will involve the
dean of the medical schoe:; the
university's chairman of the
department. of Neuropsychiatry
and several representatives of
the NMA committee in.:tutting
its chairman.
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Wail At The Bail
WEMBLEY, England (UPI)
— Worshipers filing toward the
communion rail at St. Joseph's
Roman Catholic Church froze
as the strains of "A Whiter
Shade of Pale," currently tops
pop hit parade,
on Britain's
floated down from the organ
loft.
It went on for five minutes
as they knelt at the altar.
Organist Tony Pelegrini, 27,
later produced the inevitable
music is
explanation. "The
faintly religious and resembles
Bach. One of the priests said
it might be suitable, so mil
gave it a try."
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PROUD GRADUATES —
Among the Meinphians who
received their degrees in
the 243-member graduating

Neurology-Psychiatry
where

